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	 This report describes an evapotranspiration (ET) and
growth model for winter wheat.	 The inputs are daily solar
radiation, maximum temperature, minimum temperature, precipitatio
irrigation and leaf area index (LAI). 	 The meteorological data
are obtained from National Weather Service while LAI is obtained
from Landsat multispectral scanner (MSS').	 The output provides
daily estimates of potential evapotranspiration, transpiration,
evaporation, soil moisture (50 cm depth), percentage depletion,
net photosynthesis and dry matter production.	 Winter wheat j
yields are correlated with transpiration and dry matter
accumulation.
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The objective of this study is to (1) develop an evapotranspiration
M
(ET) model for winter wheat; (2) develop a relationship between Landsat
data and leaf area index; (3) develop a growth model for winter wheat;
and (4) develop a yield model using ET and growth models.
Field data were gathered from commercial fields and plots in
Riley, Ellsworth, Finney and Thomas counties in Kansas. Data included
leaf area index, soil moisture, growth stage, and yield.
Evapotranspiration and growth models required inputs of solar
radiation, maximum temperature, minimum temperature, precipitation,
and leaf area index. Meteorological data were obtained from National
Weather Service. Leaf area indices were obtained from Landsat computer
compatible tapes. Yields were estimated from the ET model; however,'
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This report summarizes the work completed under NASA Contract
NAS9-14899. The first part of the report consolidates the evapotranspir-
ation and growth models while the second section is divided into four
appendices. Each appendix is independent and constitutes a detailed
report on a particular aspect of the overall study. 	 j
We would like to acknowledge Dr. Arlin Feyerherm for estimating winter,
wheat yields with his yield model (Chapter 4.0).
2.0 Evapotranspiration (ET) Model
2.1 Model Development
The daily inputs into the model are solar radiation, maximum-minimum
temperature, precipitation and leaf area index (LAI) Fig. 1 schematically
shows the inputs. Potentially, meteorological satellites may be used to
estimate solar radiation, temperature, and precipitation in areas where 3
weather data are not available. Landsat data can be used to estimate LAI,	 j
The evapotranspiration model described by Kanemasu et al. (1976)
'requires both soil and crop factors 	 to estimate maximum evapo-
transpiration (ET ) and transpiration. ET 	 -the energy-limited ET
max	 max
°a
occurring from a well-watered surface under nonadvective conditions--is
given by Priestley and Taylor (1972) as
1
ETmax 
a [s/ (s + Y)] n	 [2.11	 x
where a is a constant for a _particular crop and climatic situation; 'Y is
the psychrometer constant (mb/°K); s is the slope of the saturation vapor
pressure curve (mb/°K) at mean temperature; and Rn is the 24-hr net
radiation (mm/day). We evaluated a from lysimetric observations during
I	 periods of full canopy colter: an' wet soil surface (a 1.35). When Rn
-1	
3
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Fig. 1.	 Flow diagram of evapotranspiration (ET) and growth
3
models.	 Potential use of meteorological satellites
are shown.	 Winter wheat yields are predicted from

















where [2.2] was developed for growth stages up to jointing and for the
remainder of the season [2.3].
Evaporation from the soil surface is limited by energy supplied
during the constant rate stage; therefore, an energy transmittance term
(T), based on leaf area index, is required. The daily evaporation rate
during the constant rate stage can be estimated by
E0 = (T/(X)ET	 [2-4]max
where T exp(-.737 LAI). Equation [2.41was used until EE0 U. Then the
evaporation was calculated according to the falling rate phase equation







where c(mm day	 depends upon the hydraulic properties of the soil and
t is days after stage 1 evaporation. The soil factors U and c were
obtained from lysimetric observations on bare soil or from weight changes
from large soil-filled containers.
Transpiration was estimated by equations of the form given by Tanner
and Jury (1976) and Kanemasu et al. (1976). When the available moisture
content in the root zone was greater than 35% of field capacity, we used
T	 a (1--r) [s/(s + y) ]Rv	 n




crop cover > 50%	 [2.7]
Y4
where av	1.56.
When the available soil moisture (Ga was Less than 35% of the maximum
t
G,
available moisture (emax), equations (2.6] and 12.71 woi-o muItihl i od by




Therefore, at 0a less than .35 
emax 
transpiration was linearly reduced as
I	 the available water decreased (Fig. 2).The maximum available water content
of a soil should be determined in the field.
Soil moisture in the root zone (0-150 cm) was estimated from a water
balance of evapotranspiration, precipitation, runoff, and drainage. Runoff
n
r;
was estimated according to the amount of rainfall (R) and moisture content




R A[ 2.5 cm	 [2.9a]
z	
75	 {
Runoff = R'	 R > 2.5 cm	 [2.9b]
where R is the rainfall in inches. The surface 30 cm was allowed to hold
G;	 15 cm of water. Therefore, the rainfall could fill the 30 cm layer to 50%
by volume, then the remaining rain must be runoff. The soil profile was
divided into 6 `layers (5, 25, 30, 30, 	 and 60 cm) and each layer was
allowed to hold 50% water for two days before draining to field capacity
(obtained from field measurements). The amount of water drained from the
,rth layer (below'JS0 cm) was identified as drainage.
2.2 Procedure
I	 The evapotranspiration (ET) model was tested on several fields over
a two-year period at Manhattan, Kansas. Daily estimates by the model were
compared with lysimetric observations. Leaf area index (LAI) was measured	 -











6moisture estimates by the model compared favorably with neutron attenuation
and gravimetric estimates (Appendix A). 	 4
LAI obtained from ground measurements are extremely tedious. Landsat
data were used in the ET model by estimating LAI. Multiple regression
equation was developed from Landsat coverage of Kansas sites (Colby,
Ellsworth and Manhattan, Table I).	 Shown in Fig. 3 is the comparison of
Landsat-predicted ULI with observed LAI.	 Figs. 4 and 5 show the season
trends in observed and Landsat -predicted LAI.	 When Landsat predicted LAI
curves wereused in the ET model instead of observed LAI, seasonal ET
estimates by Landsat were usually within 3.0 cm of the ET estimates from
observed LAI measurements (Appendix A).
3.0	 Soil Moisture Estimates from ET Model
For the 1975-76 winter wheat growing season, we obtained sampleY
statistics for 22 sample segments in five Great Plains states (Kansas, Texas,
Oklahoma, Nebraska, and Colorado).	 Analyst interpreters selected several
wheat fields in each segment (4 to 20 fields).	 Landsat data were analyzed
for each useable overpass date on all fields. 	 For each date, leaf area
index was estimted for each field and then averaged to obtain an average LAI
for the segment (Figs. 6 and 7).	 The ET model was run on each segment and
estimates of soil water depletion (higher percent depletions aredrier)
throughout the growing season are predicted (Figs. 8, 9, 10).	 Further
details are given in Appendix B.
4.0	 Yield Estimates from ET Model




Yield (metric tons /ha) = 0.192 [ E(T/ETmax)^1
[E (T/ET	 ) 0.104.	 [ E (T/ET	 )0.646







Table 1. Computer compatible tapes from Landsat multispectral scanner
used in -;Ata analysis.
TAPES iS'ED IN DATA ANALYSIS
* AREA
	
DATE	 TAPE I ,b. # AREA DATE TAPE I.D. #
4 Colby	 8/20/75	 5123-16310 Ellsworth 9/23/75 5157-16173
8./29/75
	




9/25/75	 5159-16285 10/20/75 2271-16323
10/22/75	 2273-16440 10/29/75 5193-16152
1/11/76	 5267-16221 11/07/75 2289-16322
2/25/76	 2399-16421 11/16/75 5211 140?:41
4/01/76	 2435-16410 1/18/76 2361-16313
4/10/76	 5357-16161 3/12/76 2415-16301
6/02/76	 5410-16065 3/21/76 5337-16061
6/03/76	 5411-16123 3/30/76 2433-16294
n 6/12/76	 2507-16391 6/01176 5409-16011
6/20/76	 5428-16053 6/1C/76 2505-16274
6/30/76	 2525-16384 - 7/07/76 5445-15583
7/09/76	 5447-16095 10/14/76 2631-16240r 9/10/76 -2597-16364 11/01/76 2649-16233




AREA	 DATE	 TAPE I.D. #
'
Manhattan	 10/20/73- 1454-16374 AREA DATE TAPE I.D. #3/31/74	 1616-16344
f' 4/18/74 	 1634-16341 Manhattan 10/31/76 2648-16174
5/24/74	 1670-16331 11/17/76 2665-16112
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Fig.	 5. Seasonal trends in observed leaf area index (LAI)
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Fig.	 6. Seasonal trends in Landsat-predicted leaf area -







































where the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 are the respective growth stage intervals; 	
s
emergence to jointing, jointing to heading, and heading to soft dough; T	 3
is the daily transpiration rate; ET 
maxis the energy-limiting evapo-
transpiration rate. Therefore, the yield model can, be used on any field
where the ET model can be applied.
3
Eleven wheat fields at Bushland, Texas presented an independent data
set.	 Landsat and yield data were available (personnal communication with
Dr. Glif Harlan, Texas A & M).	 The ET model was run using meteorological
data and Landsat-predicted LAI. 	 Yields were predicted from [4.1] and
compared with observed' yields (Fig. 11).
The soil moisture study over the 5 Great Plains states offered
another data set; however yields for individual fields were not measured.'
County yields were available from the Statistical Reporting Service (SRS).
In addition, Feyerherm's KSU winter wheat model was run on the same data
assuming a management and productivity (MAP) factor of 1 and summer fallow	
Y
conditions.	 The root mean square error (RMSE) between the county yield
and the ET yield model (eq.	 [4.1]) was 2.0=bu/acre while the RMSE between
Feyerherm's yield model and the ET yield model was 1.5 bu/acre. 	 Figs.
12, 13, and 14 show the comparison between the various yield estimates.
5.0	 Growth Model
a
As shown in Fig. 1, the growth model uses the identical inputs as	 u
-d
the ET model -- solar radiation, max-min temperature, precipitation, and
LAI.	 The major assumption in the growth model is that light and soil
moisture are the primary limiting factors in plant growth.- Other factors




Photosynthesis is estimated from the amount of light that the canopy
Al intercepts which is dependent upon the solar radiation and LAI.
	 Soil
o	 ,
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Fig.	 12. Comparison between yields estimated by evapo-
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Fig. 14. Compairson between county 'yields and Feyerherm's e
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moisture decreases photosynthesis during high water depletion periods.
Respiration is dependent upon LAI and temperature. The difference between
photosynthesis and respiration is net photosynthesis which is the rate of
-
dry matter production (Appendix C) The growth model simulated dry matter
production on commercial fields in western, central and eastern Kansas
using measured LAI Fig. 15 shows the agreement in dry matter production
P
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USING LANDSAT DATA TO ESTIMATE
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USING LANDSAT DATA TO ESTIMATE
EVNPOTRANSPIRATION Or WINTER WHEAT
ABSTRACT
An evapotranspiration (ET) model that accurately estimates daily
water use and soil moisture on a regional basis is required for many
S
agricultural and hydrological studies. The model should use meteorological
data that are readily available and crop information that is responsive
to the changing vigor of the plants.
We evaluated an ET model with a weighing lysimeter and then applied
it to winter wheat fields at four Kansas locations, Model inputs are
solar radiation, temperature, precipitation, and leaf area index (LAI);
included in the outputs are estimates of transpiration, evaporation, and
soil moisture. An equation was developed to estimate LAI from Landsat
data', Because LAI can be estimated from satellites, the ET model poten-
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An important factor influencing wheat growth and grain yield is soil -
water availability.	 Daily or short-term evapotranspiration (ET) rates
a
are desirable to predict grain production (Jensen, 1968).
	 Several ET
models have been proposed (Jensen, 1973; Baier and Robertson, 1966;
Richie, 1972; Tanner and Jury, 1976); they possess various degrees of
: complexity as to input data. 	 When applied on a regional basis, many
y
.^




- requirements become more severe when ,models are ,applied to countries
or locations in which networks of meteorological data are minimal.
	
There-
fore, it is desirable to develop a model for daily ET based on inputs
that can be or have the potential for being estimated from spacecraft.
Kanemasu, Stone, and Powers (1976) and Rosenthal, Kanemasu, Raney, and
' Stone (1977) modified Tanner and Jury's (1976) approach to estimating ET.




The evapotranspiration model described by Kanemasu et al. (1976)
4 requires both soil and crop' factors.	 Soil factors, obtained from ;.
i.
lysimetric observation on bare soil or from weight changes due to water
4
losses, from large soil-filled containers, are used in Ritchie's (1972)
<o
model to estimate evaporation from the soil surface.
rr
j'
,Evaporation from the soil surface is limited by 'energy supplied
during the constant rate stage; therefore, an energy transmittance term
(T), based on leaf area index, is required.
	 During the falling rata
r





	 The crop factors are used to estimate maximum `.
t
{ evapotranspiration (LTand transpiration.	 ET	 --the energy-limitedx )
	m x
' EP occurring from a well -watered surface under nonadvective conditions--
is given by Priestley and Taylor (1972) as
i
ETmax -a[sAs+Y)] Rn 	 [1] t
where 0! is a constant for a particular crop and climatic situation; Y is
the psychrometer constant (mb/°K); s is the slope of the -saturation vapor
pressure curve (mb/ K) at mean temperature; and R
	
is. the 24 -hr net
i n 4;
a
s^ radiation (mm/day)'.	 We evaluated a from lysimetric observations during
4
periods of full canopy cover and wet soil surface (a =1.35).	 When Rj -	 n
1
was not measured, we estimated it from solar radiation R s (mm dayl) using
^
r )
' the regression equations:
i




	 - 2.70_	 [3]
n - 	 s
's where [2] was developed for growth stages up to'jointing and for the c
remainder Of the season [3].
Transpiration was estimated by equations of the form given by
Tanner and Jury (1976) and Kanemasu et al.
	 (1976).	 When the available
moisture content in the root zone was greater than 30% of field capacity,
we used -
T = ^(1-T)[s/(s + Y)]Rn
T crop cover < 50%
	
[4]
and	 T	 (a-T )[ s /(s + Y)]R
n
r crop cover > 50%	 [ 51




When the available moisture content was less than 30% field capacity,
-	
we linearly decreased the transpiration rate to zero at zero available
moisture (Kanemasu et al., 1976).
Field Experiment
Winter wheat [Triticum aestivum (L)] was planted at the Evapotrans-
piration Research Field, 14 km southwest of Manhattan, Kansas, on October
16, 1974, and September 25, 1975. 	 Cultivars planted were Cloud ,in 1974
and Plainsman V in 1975.	 A weighing lysimeter was located in the center
of each 1-ha plot.	 Solar radiation, net radiation above and below the
7
canopy, and temperature were measured at the site using a data-acquisition
system.	 Leaf area index (LAI) was determined with an optical planimeter
(Lambda Instruments) weekly except during dormancy, when monthly samples 4
were sufficient.	 Regression equations for estimating net radiation from
solar radiation (equations [2] and [3]) and T from LAI were developed S
E	 from detailed measurements at the Evapotranspiration Research Field, and
then used in the ET model for other locations.
Adjacent to the lysimeter area, five 1-ha plots were sown on October
'4, 1975, to Centurk, Sage, Trison, Arthur 71, and TAMU wheat 101.
We measured LAI and soil moisture on three large wheat fields
(x+0 ha) at three locations in 1974 and in 1975. 	 Rooting zone depth as
1
a function of time was estimated from dry weight of roots in 7.5-cm dia.
r
soil cores (150 cm deep) sampled at dormancy, jointing, and heading stages
(Fig.	 1).	 Cores from at least three locations in the Centurk plot: were
taken at each sampling time. 	 Roots were washed from soil and then oven-
dried.	 At the lysimeter area, rooting depths were estimated by digging
a trench and visually noting the deepest penetration.	 Visual observations







Landsat I and II multispectral data were obtained from NASA for all .
cloud-free dates.	 Field boundaries in the areas listed in Table 1
were delineated using adetate overlays on gray-scale maps printed from'
computer compatible tapes (CCT).	 Digital counts from each pixel within
-'	 a field for each multispectral scanner (MSS) wavelength band (Table 2)
were read from CCT's (a pixel is approximately 0.5 ha).
Regression"analyses were used to correlate the measured leaf area
index (LAI) with digital counts in each MSS band, and we obtained the
equation
JAI = 2.677-3.694(MSS 4/5)-2.309(MSS 4/6) + 5.751 [MSS 4/(20)] + .043(MSS 5/6)
.-2.692[MSS 5/(2x7)] + 3.071E (MSS 4/5) - MSS 4/(2x7)1 (MSS 4/5) 	 [6]
f	
with an R2 of 0.69 and a standard deviation of 0,42.	 The MSS band ratios1
are pixel by pixel averages; however, using field averages in [1] should
.	 not result in significant errors.	 Digital count data were not-corrected
for sun angle.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Soil and crop parameters required in the model were determined during
the 1974-75 season.	 Fig. 2 shows model-predicted and -observed soil
moisture in the 150 -cm profile.	 The completed model was compared with
lysimetric observations during the 1975-76 season.	 The standard deviation
of the difference between the model and lysimeter was found to be less
than 0.5 mni day.l	 (The 95 percent confidence interval was -0.2 to +0.2
-_
mm day.-I)
Fig. 3`shows seasonal, cumulative evaporation (E), transpiration (T),
and evapotranspiration (ET) for a field in Colby, Kansas.	 Evaporation
i





Table 1. Kansas commercial winter wheat fields, used in evaluating
evapotranspiration model
COUNTY	 YEAR	 CENTER COORDINATES
Riley	 1974-76	 96°37', 39°8'N
Ellsworth	 1974-76	 98°17.5'W, 38°43' N
Finney	 1974-75	 101°5.9" W, 3909.6'N




Table 2. Spectral bands for the multispectral scanner (MSS) on Landsat
BAND	 WAVELENGTHS














Fig. 3.	 Seas-onal water loss on Winter wheat at Colby, Kansas.
"
'34
Fig. 4 compares LAI values predicted from [1] with ground measure-
' ments.	 Fig. 5 compares Landsat-predicted LAI's for a Riley and an
1 Ellsworth county field with observed values.	 Simulating LAI throughout
I "
the season requires adequate-satellite coverage. 	 Usually, winter wheat F
LAI has two peaks:	 one in the fall which is rather broad and occurs
:. when ),T	 is rapidly declining; and one at heading time which is quite
max
sharp and can be easily missed by Landsat coverage. 	 In that transpiration
does not increase so rapidly with increase in LAI at high LAI's as it
does at low IAI's (LAI > 1.5), large _errors do not result if the spring
peak is missed.
The ET model was run on each field at each location (Table 1) using:




Monthly EP rates-estimated-with Landsat-predicted
a_
LAI agreed favorably with estimates using.observed LAI (Table 3):"
} In Table 4, model estimates of monthly ET for five winter wheat
cultivars at Manhattan, Kansas, are compared. 	 Seasonal ET was approx-
.f" imately the same for all cultivars, with slight differences occurring x	 3
during early spring.
F SUMMARY
The evapotranspiration model described here for wheat potentially -
can be used on a regional basis.	 Because leaf area index can be obtained
,T r
from spacecraft, ET estimates are responsive to manydynamic conditions
(such as frost, drought,.disease, insect damage) that are not accounted
for by standard crop-coefficient models. 	 Problems exist because of
w
inadequate satellite coNverage resulting because of clouds and delays in
obtaining and analyzing 'data.
ti
.	 MC.Ia.F•v


































Table 3. Monthly evapotranspiration rates (mm) estimated from ET model
using observed LAI and Landsa 't-predicted LAI.i
f
w ELLSWORTHRILEY THOMAS
1975-76 OBS. LANDSAT OBS. LANDSAT OBS. LANDSAT
r
Sept. 35.7 35.6 17.1 17.4 25.9 25.9
Oct. 25.9 26.2 24.9 23.2 16.0 16.0
Nov.. 92 9.4 10.6 9.5
10.1 0.6
Dec. 3.8 3.7 3.8 3.6 4.2 4.2 ;<
Jan. 7.4 7.2_ 10.7 8.8 8.2 8.4
Feb. 22.1 20.7 27.7 21.7 18.9 22.0
4
Mar. 62.8 58.1 34.4 26.3' 46.8 46.9
Apr. 101.1 91.9 82.1 75.5 88.5 84.1
May 141.3 147.2 131.8 132.1 120.2 125.1'
June 73.5 89.3 83.3 85.4 56.8 84.8
July 0 0 3.5 3.3 17.`6 17.7 '.


















Table 4. Model evapotranspiration estimates for 5 winter wheat cultivarE
at Manhattan, Kansas
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION (mm)
DATE CENTURK TRISON ARTHUR 71 SAGE TAMU WHEAT 101
r
ri
10/30/74 25.1 25.1 25.1 25.1 25.1
11/30/74 7.8 8.4 8.4 7.8 7.8
12/31/74 1.9 1.9 109 108` 109 j-}
1/31/75 4.3 4.5 4.5 4.3 4.3
2/28/75 21.1 19.8 19.8 21.0 21.0
3/31/75 44.7 51.9 50.1 ' 47.8 49..3
4/30/75 96.1 94.3 89.3 92.5 98.3
5/31/75 176.7 172.3 178.4 173.3 174.9
6/21/75` 34.7 55.7- 54.8 55.5 50.0
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EVALUATING SOIL MOISTURE AND YIELD Or WINTER WHEAT
IN THE GREAT PLAINS USING LANDSAT DATA
ABSTRACT
Locating areas where soil moisture is limiting to crop growth is
important for estimating winter-wheat yields on a regional basis.
In the 1975-76 growing season, we evaluated soil-moisture conditions
and winter-wheat yields for a five-state region of the Great Plains
using satellite (LANDSAT) estimates of leaf area index (LAI) and an
evapotranspiration (ET) model described by Kanemasu et al. (1977).
jBecause LAI was used as an input, the ET model respondedto changes
in crop growth. Estimated soil-water depletions were high for the
Nebraska Panhandle, southwestern Kansas, southeastern Colorado, and
the Texas Panhandle. Estimated yields in the five-state region ranged






























Soil-water availability greatly affects growth and yield of win
wheat in the Great Plains. To estimate winter wheat yields, it is
important first to delineate areas where soil moisture is limiting to
growth.
The Crop Moisture Index (CMI) is commonly used by National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to provide weekly
estimates of availability of moisture to meet agricultural demands.
However, the CMI is a general index and does not respond to the growth
of a specific crop.
To evaluate the soil-moisture status for winter wheat on a
regional basis, we used satellite (LANDSAT) data and an evapotranspir-
ation (ET) model.. We compared results with the Crop Moisture Index,
and assessed the impact of moisture-limiting conditions on growth and
yield of winter wheat.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Table 1 shows moisture conditions at planting (for the 1975-76
growing season) in 22 sample segments in five Great Plains states.
They are part of the Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE)
tri-agency (USDA, NASA, NOAA) project being conducted at Johnson
Space Center. Photo-interpretation of LANDSAT imagery was used to
select a limited number of fields in the sample segments that are
identified as wheat and non-wheat.
We used the evapotranspiration (ET) model patterned after approache
by Kanemasu, Stone, and Powers (1976) and Tanner and Jury (1976), and
found by Kanemasu et al. (1977) to be accurate in estimating ET and soil





Table 1. Location of sample segments and soil-water contents there at
planting in 1975.
Soil-water content
State County No. of fields at planting (mm) !.
Texas Hale 9 416
Swisher 16 409 x
Hutchinson 6 300
Bailey 11 392 a
Oklahoma Comanche 7 330
Tillman 15 467
Jefferson 9 540
Kansas Kingman 6 330
Stevens 8 271
Osborne 12 525 a
Sheridan 10 355




! Colorado Prowers 7 289
Baca 4 309
Nebraska _Deuel 8 479
Garden 11 449




























radiation, maximum and minimum temperature, precipitation, and leaf
area index (LAI). Model outputs were potential evapotranspiration
(ET 
max 
transpiration, soil evaporation, ET, runoff, drainage, and
soil moisture in the 0 to 150 cm profile.
ET max (mm) was calculated using the equation
where a is a unitless proportionality constant for a particular crop
and climatic situation (1.35 for winter wheat), s is the slope of the
saturation vapor pressure curve (mb/ *K) at mean temperature, y*is
the psychrometric constant (mb/ *K), and R n is 24-hr net radiation
(mm water/day). R n was estimated from solar radiation using regression!
equations (Kanemasu et al., 1977).
During stage 1 evaporation (constant rate phase), soil evaporation
was calculated using the equation
where E 0 is daily soil evaporation (MM), T is an energy transmittance
term equal to exp(-.737 LAI). Eq-uation [2] was used until the upper
limit (U) of stage 1 evaporation was reached. During the falling rate
phase (stage 2) evaporation was calculated using the equation
where c (mm day- 1/2 ) depends on the hydraulic properties of the soil
and t is days after stage I evaporation. Table 2 summarizes soil
constants for the LACIE sample segments.
Transpiration (mm) was calculated using the equations
Table 2.	 Soil properties of the sample segments. n
Maximum
Field available
Soil c_1/2 U capacity water
County texture (riim day	 } (mm) (mm) (mm)
Garden, Deuel Fine silty clay 3.5 10.0 525 225
I Dundy, Chase
Keith
Stevens, Kingman Sandy loam 2.5 11.0 330 180
Comanche, Hutchinson









for crop cover less than 50% and
T = (U-T)[s/(s+y)]R 
n	
[51
for crop cover greater than 50% where a v = 1.56. Equations [4] and
[5] were used when the mm of available sail moisture (0a) in the
profile were greater than 35% of the maximum available soil moisture
(0 max ). When 0a was less than 35% of Amax'  equations [4] and [5] were


































:. MSS 4 0.5 to 0„6
MSS 5 0.6 to 0.7
MSS 6 0.7 to 0.8
a








of LAI graphs are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig.	 1. Landsat estimates of LAI for Swisher County,'
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winter-wheat growth In southwestern
.
Kansas and in southeastern Colorado
Model estimates of %DEPL provided more accurate estimates of the
actual moisture conditions for winter wheat than did the weekly Crop
Moisture Index (CMI). Fig. 2 shows CMI values for Sept. 27, 1975.
(Interpretation guidelines for CMI are listed in Table 4.) Positive
indices indicated that moisture supplies exceeded agricultural
requirements; negative values, that demand exceeded available supplies.
Although the CMI showed dry conditions in the same areas as did the
ET model, it was difficult to use CMI to assess the magnitude and
effect of deficit conditions on growth of winter wheat.
Fig. 3 shows model estimates of soil-water depletion on the
approximate jointing date, April 1, 1976. Moisture-limiting conditions
existed in southwestern Kansas, southeastern Colorado, and in the
Texas Panhandle. We concluded that, because of high %DEPL at jointing
in the above-mentioned areas, growth and development of wheat were
restricted.
The Crop Moisture Index on April 3, 1976 (Fig. 3) showed dry
conditions in Texas, and in portions of Kansas and Colorado. Because
the CMI did not indicate actual moisture conditions for winter wheat
on April 3. it was difficult to assess severity and impact of the dry
conditions on wheat growth using the Crop Moisture Index.
Model l estimates-of soil-water depletion on May 15, 1976 (the
approximate heading date) were greater than 70% in southwestern Kansas,
southeastern Colorado, and in the Texas and Nebraska Panhandles (Fig.
4). Because of the dry conditions at the approximate time of heading,
we expected there would be yield reductions in the those areas. The




























' 	 F CROP MOISTURE
APRIL 9, 1976
/
t 	 off..	 F	 ^^	 "^	 !	 ^	 ^
Fig. 3. Model estimates of soil-water depletion on April
1 1976 (A);; compared with Crop Moisture Index
on April 3, 1976 (B). Positive indices indicate
1	 that moisture supplies exeeded agricultural re-
quirements; negative values, that demand exceeded
available supplies. Shaded areas indicate the index




Table 4. General guidelines from National Weather Service
for interpreting Crop Moisture Index.
Unshaded areas: index decreased
Above Some drying but still excessively wet
2.0 to 3.0 More dry weather needed,.work delayed
1.0 to 2.0 Favorable, except still too wet in spots
I 0 to 1.0 Favorable for normal growth and fieldwork
0 to -1.0 Topsoil moisture short, germination slow
-1.0 to -2.0 Abnormally dry, prospects deteriorating
' I -2.0 to -3.0 Too dry, yield prospects reduced
-3.0 to -4.0 Potential yields severely cut by drought
j
Below -4.0 Extremely dry, most crops ruined
1 Shaded areas: index increased or did not change a
I
Above 3.0 Excessively wet, some fields flooded y
$ 2.0 to 3.0 Too wet, some standing water
J 1.0 to 2.0 Prospects above normal, some fields too wet
'I 0- to 1.0 Moisture adequate for present needs
0 to -1.0 Prospects 'improved but rein still needed ?
-1.0 to -2.0 Some improvement but still too dry
-2.0 to -3.0 Drought eased but still serious
-3.0 to -4.0 Drought continues, rain urgently needed
<
I



















































	 Model estimates of soil-water depletion on May
. 15, 1976 (A);; compared with Crop Moisture Index
' (B) on the same date. ` Positive indices indicate





	 Shaded areas indicate










only in portions of Colorado and Texas.
As expected, yields estimated from equation [8] were lowest in the
sample segments with high soil-water depletion at jointing and heading.
Predicted yields in the 22 sample segments ranged from 1.0 to 2.9
metric tons/ha (Fig. 5). Generally, predicted yields agreed favorably
with average county yields estimated by the Statistical Reporting
Service (SRS) (Fig. 6). Because equation [8] assumed that moisture
was the primary limiting factor to wheat growth, predicted yields were
9 closest to SRS estimates for those areas where soil-water depletion was
10 high.	 For areas of adequate moisture (Oklahoma and portions of Kansas), x
11 predicted yields were higher than SRS estimates.	 Discrepancies may f
12 also have occurred because fields within some sample segments may not
I 13 have been representative of fields in the rest of the county.
14 This study has shown that soil-moisture conditions and growth of -	 3
15 winter wheat can be evaluated on a regional basis using satellite data.
e 16 Because leaf area index (estimated from LANDSAT) is used as an input,
17 the evapotranspiration model responds to changes in crop growth.
18 Soil-water depletion, estimated using the ET model, is a measure of
I
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Plant growth and yield result from the interaction of environmental
factors, inherited traits of the plant, and current condition of the
varied at once. Models may be used to test theories of plant growth
(Milthorpe and.Moorby, 1974), to estimate yield, or to make crop
! production decisions. The simplest yield model involves summing or
averaging several variables over the growing season and correlating
those variables with yield by multiple regression. That approach
requires a large number of crop'cycles to develop a data base (Haun,































commercial, fields (in Riley, Ellsworth, and Finney counties) planted to
Scout in late September to early October of 1974 and of 1975.
From 25 Sept. 1975, to 24 Nov. 1975, and from 1 Mar. 1976 to 15
June 1976 net carbon dioxide exchange (NCE) was measured with 4
open-chamber systems and two inLared-gas analyzers (Uras II, Intertech
Corp.). Every 20 minutes each analyzer was switched between two
chambers with an electronically timed, solenoid valve system, pre-
viously described by Sij, Kanemasu, and'Teare (1972) and by Kanemasu,
Powers, and Sij (1974). Each chamber enclosed an area of 1.2 m2,
including approximately 200 or 400 wheat plants, depending on the see.din
rate; so the`NCE values represented the effects of many plants. The
chambers were moved to new locations at intervals (no longer than 14
days), depending on growth stage and weather. Soil was packed along -
the outside of each chamber to prevent large air leaks. The air
circulation rate through the chamber,_ measured daily, was about2.2 m3
mind (air exchange about 1.2 times per 'min). In an earlier study
(Kanemasu and Hiebsch, 1975) dry matter estimated from chamber measure-
ments agreed within about 10% of observed dry matter from jointing to
heading.
Based on measurements taken in the spring and fall of 1975, soil
respiration or carbon dioxide flux in mg CO 2 dm 2 12 hr- 1 from bare
soil (without roots) was estimated as:
and 67 kg ha-1 at the Evapotranspiration Research Field 14 km southwest
of Manhattan in Riley county, Kansas. On 1 Oct. 1974, 5 cultivars
(Centurk, Tamu, Trison., Sage, and Arthur) were plantedat the site at











Soil respiration = -7.2 - 1.15 (TMAX + TMIN)/3
during the night and
Soil respiration
	 15.11 0.65'(2TMAX + PTMIN)/3
during the day where TMAX, TMIN, and PTMIN are maximum and minimum
5 Cdaily temperatures and previous daily minimum temperature in C.	 These
G equations give values ranging between those found by Kanemasu et al.
7 (1974) during summer at the Evapotranspiration Research field (-3 mgCO2
' 8 dm 
2 hr 1 ) and by Biscoe et al.
	 (1975b), during spring and summer in
England (-1.1 mgCO2 dm 2hr-1).
10 The number of chambers available precluded gathering replicated NCE
11 values.	 The 20-minute readings were continuously recorded for each
'
12 treatment for each day.	 Some data were discarded because of rapidly
a
13 changing carbon dioxide concentration, probably caused by fluctuating
14 atmospheric conditions (inversion with low wind). 	 During May and June,
15 1976, the solenoid valves from one chamber malfunctioned.
16 ' To calculate leaf area index (LAI) and above ground dry matter
17 accumulation we sampled plants weekly on the Riley county fields and
i 18 approximately twice monthly on the Ellsworth and Finney county fields --
.
1 9, except during December, January, and February, when samples were taken
20 less frequently on all fields.	 Leaf area was measured with an optical
,w
planimeter (Lambda`Instr,ments).
	 From heading to approximately hard-
yy
G 22 dough stage, 0.025 was added to LAI.values to account for the photo-
23 synthetic area of the heads (including awns).'`
,y
24 Solar radiation (SR) was measured at Manhattan for the Riley county
25 and Ellsworth county fields and at Dodge City for the Finney county
2 6 fields.	 A thermograph was used to measure maximum and minimum temper--'
27 tires  at the Eva potranspiration Research field.
	 At Carden City and ^	 "
"64'
I
1 Ellsworth, the National Weather Service temperature records were used.
i
g Light interception of the canopy was measured with one sensor r
(Lambda Instruments) pointing 	 upward to measure incoming photo-
4 ynthetcally active radiation (PAR), one sensor pointing down from two
5 meters height to measure reflected PAR (RPAR), five sensorsin parallel }
6 pointing upward at different positions underneath the canopy to measure
transmitted PAR (TZAR), and five sensors in parallel facing downward
8 beneath the canopy to measure PAR reflected from the soil (RSPAR).
y Intercepted PAR (IPAR) was calculated as
10
IPAR = PAR - RPAR - TPAR + RSPAR 	 [31
11
-2	 -1
where PAR is in micro Einsteins cm 	 day.	 One Einstein is one mole of
12
photons.	 For most of the growing season, RSPAR was small.
13
A biometeorologica7_ time scale (Feyerherm and Paulsen, 1976)3 / was
.' 14
used to estimate date of emergence (1), jointing (2), heading (3), soft-
15 M
ripe (4), and maturity (5) on fields where ontogeny data were not
1
recorded (Ellsworth and Finney counties).
17




transpiration, the responses to water stress are similar.' An evapo-
1 9
transpiration model for sorghum and soybean (Kanemasu, Stone, and Powers,` r
20
1976), 'adapted to winter wheat, was used to estimate the effect of water
21
stress on photosynthesis.	 Gross photosynthesis (GP) was assumed to be
22
reduced by a water stress factor (Ks ) a
23
K 	 8/. 35max	 (A < , 35max}	 [4]
2
KS = l	 (0> .35 max)	 [5) 
25




3/Feyerberm, A. M. and C. M. Paulsen. 	 1976.	 A biometeoro o^i	 time





The NCE measurements were corrected for soil respiration according
to [1] and [2] and integrated to obtain the 24-hour NCE estimate (TNCE).








































Resp = a DNCE + b DM	 [S]
where a is a growth coefficient and b is a temperature dependent main-
tenance coefficient. Table 1 compares the maintenance and growth
coefficients for wheat with those of McCree's over a• range of temper-
atures. The wheat coefficients were less sensitive to temperature than





8 Gross photosynthesis (GP) depends to a large extent on the number
j	
9 of photons or quanta of light intercepted by the canopy.
	 Shown in Fig. a
f	 y
10 1 is the relationship between intercepted PAR (IPAR) and leaf area
11 index (LAI).	 IPAR can	 be expressed as ;.
12 3296IPAR	 .5739 PAR LAI'	 LAI < 4.6
	 [9]
13
with r. 2 = .87 and 
14
IPAR = .95 PAR	 LAI > 4: 6 	 [10
15
2	 lwhere IPAR and PAR are given in UE cm 	 day	 Estimating light inter.-
16 x
ception by the point quadrants method (Wilson, 1967) while probably
1.7
more accurate, would require measurement of leaf angle distribution or
-ls
mean leaf angle, so was not used:,
1
When PAR was not measured, -PAR was estimated from daily solar
2 0
radiation (SR) by the relationship
21
PAR = 9.07 SR	 [11]
2.?
where SR is in ly day-1. 	 Equation [11] was obtained from SR and PAR
23
measurements at the Evapotranspiration Research site.
	 Therefore, from
24










Table 1.	 Maintenance and growth coefficients for sorghum and white
'	 clover (McCree, 1974) and winter wheat (from 0°C to 300C
when daylength is 12 hours) compared.
Y
TEMPERATURE MAINTENANCE COEFFICIENTS
0( C) Sorghum	 Whit e Clover Wheat
0 0.02	 0.06 0.26
`	 10 0.09	 0.23 0.28
F	
20 0.26	 0.69 0.30
30 0.54	 1.43 0.31
GROWTH COEFFICIENTS
Sorghum	 White Clover Wheat
































by using the chamber ' and light-interception data. Following Biscoe
et al. (1975a) monomolecular equations were used to estimate the photo-
synthetic response to •intercepted light. From emergence to jointing
GP = Ks [415 - 434 exp(= 000276 x IPAR)] 	 [12
with r2 = .84, where Ks is the water stress factor from [4] and [5], GP
is given in mg CO2 dm-2 day -1 . During cold days (T max<5 C), GP 0
(Martin and Leonard, 1967). From jointing to maturity and LAI > 1.5,
GP = Ks [1047 - 865 exp (-.000132 x IPAR)]	 [13
with r 2	.68. If LAI <1.5, [12] is used.
Table 2'illustrates the difference in photosynthesis, respiration,
11 and daily dry-matter accumulation (DMP) (calculated by [15]) from the
12 prejointing and postjointing photosynthesis equations. 	 The difference
x
13- in gross photosynthesis between equations [12] and [13] may be due to
14 sink enhancement of photosynthesis (Evans and Dunstone, 1970) after
15 jointing.	 Clearly,	 [12] and [13] provide unreasonable estimates of GP
16 at zero IPAR; however, under our field conditions the errors involved
17 were minor.	 GP was not allowed to be negative.
lg Estimated daily gross photosynthesis and respiration are summed
19 ein Table 3 b	 growth stage.	 Denmead	 1976	 estimated that a spring(Y g	 	 ) `
20 wheat crop had 13827 mg CO2dm 2 daytime net photosynthesis and 5544
21 mg CO2 din-2 nighttime respiration from one week before heading to 26
22 days after heading.	 For Plainsman V, the values from heading to 35 days =.;
23r.after heading were .(Table 3) 13980 mg CO dm 2 daytime net photosynthesis
24 and 4151 mg CO2dm 
2 
nighttime respiration.
	 Biscoe et al,	 (1975a)
25 reported 10450 mg CO2dm 2 daytime'net nhotsoynthesis and 2550 mg CO 2 dm
2
3g nighttime respiration 	 spring barley for a similar period. 	 For the




Table 2.	 Model estimates of gross photosynthesis (GP), day and°
night respiration (Resp), and daily dry matter production
(DMP) for a range of intercepted light values when accu-
Tn is 22C,




' GP?/ 41 D,tiIP-S/IPAR Resp-
2	 -1
2 2 
pE cm	 day mg dm	 day mg cmM m
0	 (	 0) -32 -0.09 ,.
1814
	




	 (400) 255 -106 0.99





IPAR GP- Rem/ DMP- r
-2aE cm	 dayµ	 Y
-2	 -1
- dm	 daymg	 Y
-2
mg -cm _ 






3628	 (400): 512 -181 2.22
5442	 (600) 626 -214 2.76
1.	 Intercepted light in ly day s	 ,_
2.	 GP = 415- 434 exp(-.000276 IPAR)
3.	 'GP = 1047 - 865 exp(-.000132 IPAR)
4. -Resp	 N Resp +'DResp




Table 3. Predicted gross photosynthesis (GP), daytime respiration
(DResp), nighttime respiration (NResp), and net photo-
-1
synthesis (NCE) in units of mg CO 2 dm-2 dayand dryA
2
matter accumulation (DM) in units of mg cm 	 for Plainsman
V from emergence (1) to jointing (2), from jointing to
heading (3), and from heading to soft ripe (4), and number
of days for each stage summarized.
I
GROWTH STAGE
F 1-2	 2-3	 3-4	 TOTAL
Days 189	 35	 36	 260
4 GP 18572	 17706	 10629	 46,907
DResp -3743	 -3710	 -2250	 -9,703
s
NResp -5934	 -4151	 -2149	 -12,234
NCE 8895	 9845	 6230	 24,970
t











1 respired, which is less than estimated-by Biscoe et al. (1975b) and
.
€
2 Connor (1975) of 48.6% and 55%, respectively.
3 Photosynthetic efficiency values, in terms of total solar
4 radiation (SR in ly/day), were calculated for Plainsman V'using the
5 heat of combustion of plant material as 4 Kcal/gm suggested by Leith
i
6 (1968) as an appropriate average for herbaceous plants. For Plainsman
7 V, values were 0.46%, 1.61%, and 0.79% respectively from emergence to
L	 ^ -
1 8 jointing, jointing to heading, and heading to soft ripe.	 From data of
9 Biscoe et al..	 (1975b) values for spring barley were
	
1.55% for the six
10 weeks before anthesis and 1.00% from anthesis to soft ripe.	 All values
11 were considerably below the estimate by Loomis and Williams (1963) of
j
12 5-6% for maximum possible efficiency.
i
13 The 24-hour NCE or TNCE can be obtained from equations [6], 	 [12], and
14 [13] which require measuring solar radiation, maximum temperature, 	 - ax
r ? minimum temperature, and leaf area index,




17 From TNCE estimates, daily dry-matter production (DMP) can be
I	 ;< 18 calculated using	 the conversion by Kvet et al.	 (1971)
s
19
DMP = .0067 TNCE	 [15]
1
20 where DMP is in mg cm 2 .	 By summing the NIP for each day, the ,cumulative f
Ila 21




To compare the values predicted by the model with measured 
24
above-ground dry, matter, we made several assumptions about root dry-
matter production. 	 Root dry weights were 'taken in the 1.974-75 season on
20'




1 mg cm 2 were obtained for dormancy, jointing and 	 heading, respectively.
2 Pasternak (1974), Cox and Wright (1975), and Connor (1975) found rooting
3 -2'densities of 23, 22, and 21 mg cm 	 , respectively, at maturity. 	 Those
4 root values, added to the above-ground dry weights, were compared with
5 those of model for Riley county fields. 	 Because seeding rates were
•	
G lower in	 western than in eastern Kansas, we arbitrarily used 3/4
7 and 1/2 of root weights for Ellsworth and Finney 	 counties, respectively..
;r
"	 s Fortunately, an error in estimating root weights did not result in 7
9 large errors in total dry matter, especially late in the growing season.
t
10 Shown in Fig. 2 are the model-predicted dry matter and observed dry
a
^	 a
11 matter for all fields in which data were not used in developing the
12 model.	 In general, the values lie along the 1:1 line.
'	 13 Shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 are the temporal trends in observed and
14 predicted dry matter and leaf-area index. 	 Shown in Fig. 3 are predicted
15 and observed dry matter for Evapotranspiration Research fields. 	 Pre-
16 dieted and	 observed dry matter agreed closely until heading (1 May),
17 when the equations began to underestimate dry-matter-accumulation.	 The
.18 NCE measurements also decreased after heading as LAI decreased.	 That
39 discrepancy which did not occur on the commercial fields studied
A
20 ,' (Figures 2, 4, 5), might have resulted from errors (1) in sampling
21 dry ,matter;	 (2) in measuring NCE after jointing;	 (3) errors associatedf r -
2.2 with photosynthesis by yellowing leaves (not included in LAI measurement E);
I	 23 or (4) in estimating respiration after heading. 	 After a severe frost
4
24 (3 May), the chambers might have been moved to locations with greater
25 head damage than the dry-matter samples.
G` No NCE measurements were made during December, January, or February -
27
aricfiaMu; rT 1: ; i tETe m ^; J- Bagley;-antt-td:-h. Po vers-. --19- -7
x
f	 ', Using Landsot data for estimating, evapotranspiration of winter wheat.
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Figure 3. Seasonal trends in observed and predicted
dry-matter accumulation and LAI for
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ISN 022T _	 TRSE(0MS.7)=T8SE'(RMS,7)+EOR.
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_. C_.
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ISN OZ84 IF	 (S r.YSOR.NS.3)	 GO Tn 400
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_.-G 0 TO 400
I :el
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ISN
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I -e tl	 ',I2c,8 KS=1.32lqATI0f-.21
ISN' 0300 IF(RATIO.GE-5U)	 KS-.,26*RATf4*.74
ISN 0302 412	 IF	 4KS.GT.1)	 KS=l
I S`f,0304-1
IS',	 0306 IF M.LE.0.1	 KS-0.0
1 S ki V l F, T3=T2rKS
ISN 0309­­­ __ET=T3.#-E5
ISN 0310 C*;LL­DISTRIT-A_,TVAL,'YVALT,#K'vALZ,LAII
ISN 0311 P UNU F P = 0 . 0
„_0.
	 1 SN 0312
	
rR4lN=o 0	 0
ISN 0113 CAYI	 (TV-EVAL, ZVAL, ORA 1.1
.
4,CD, THE.MAX),
ISN 0314 IF	 (RAIN.EC.Q.)GO TO 401
0 1 c	 .....
—C4LL-C.AYOLT1F-EVAL*RAIN#ZVAL*RI3'iQFF.-U-T-L
C	 .....
ISN 0317 MOIST	 (Tt-,EVtkL,EStl;VALoZVAL.ThEMItiI
C.	 .....
ISN U Z 16 TH-- TT=TFZV4L(I)*50
33 19­—THETT = (TH EVA L 12 1 1 2 50) 1. TP ETT
I S li 33 ,113 THE: TT-(THFVAL ( 3) R300) + THETTO.
1511 021 THIETT= (TH FV4L 14) -301 r) I a- THETT
I SN; 0322. Tf D T= i THA T-TI- EJTJ / ( ThA.T-THI IJ &100
i'j ISN 03?3 THFTT=(THPVAL75)b60'0)+lHETT
ISN 0324 THL)r=(THAF-THETT)IIT^AF-THIF)*LOO
IS%- 03 2 5 1 F	 T HOT. GT . 100. 0)	 TI-0 I-100.0
ISN 0?Z7 IF	 (TF['F.GT.100.01	 TFnF-l0C..0
IS& 0?29 !F(SCYSGO.EQ.4.A'.1)0.mMO.EC.FtdG.A%.D..JJJ.EC,PO44Yi 	 TCCRI)(1,6)=THOF
-ISN 0731 1F
ISN 0333 TFO=0.0
vi'i'1 I SN 0334 ETEr)=u.0
ISN 3335_.:._ .G`3 JQ .403--
ISN 0336 402 TE%=T3/EO
I S-N L1 13 7 ETEG=fT/EO
1 SN 0338 IFtULAG.EQ.Z.AN0.BmT.E).lJ	 GO J0.404-
ISN 0340 IF-(SCYSCP.EQ.4.A,^D.GCDErt,.EQ.1I	 GO	 TC,	 408
154 0142 C0 TC 415
I tSti 0343 JF I B"S . EQ. 7) : GO TO 4C6
IS A 045 IFtiji.Eo.snAY(345).4NO.IluC.E(.(.SPIO(BPS))	 B4S-BMS+1
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	 TdS5 (14S.12)mTBSS(RwS,12)+KS 	 1
IS tt 0353	 .TRSF(4"Srl°}=T BSE(BHSs13_t_'2
ISN 03.53	 GO TO 405
1SN 0354	 408 iF(STAGF.GT.5) GO TO 410
.I	 }c') u356IF(>CO^^I S Tnr,F!_.E^. NNO. nn p , .G[?DO aYC^T40E)_..,LJ_SS Gn TO 409
15N' 0 1 58	 Gn TG 410
IS`I 0359	 409 ST10E=STAGE#-I
ISN 3360	 TCORNtST4CF,6)=Ti-DF	
4	 !'






	 405 WRITE (6,113).11-0,JJJ,THEVAL,TVALsRUYCFF_,OR" j THET T J3 ET KS
aT1-0T,TNOF
l.t
	 ISN 0364	 EGA(CTR:r8)=ECA(CTR,8)+T3
ISN 0365 _ _
	
EOA(CTR,O)=CCAICTR,,)+ET














- --- - --	 --	 F
ISN L
TSB 0374	 I,F(^`14,1.GT.I2) MMO=MMO'-12	
tl











1, f	 C	 ELM!'ARY PAGE
- ._ ..	 -
ISN 0380	 500 WRITE (6,103) TITLE 	
r	 )
ISN 03111	 ti9ITF (611171, —
ISN 03 A 2	 CTf,=1.
j	 i SH !)38 3	 " NO=Mn




ISN 0306	 DC ?L4 J=1,13
ISN 0387 _	 214 TEnA (J)=TECA(,J)4-EOA(CTR,J)_^
I	 k')	 I SN, u7dd	 CTC=CTR*i	 ,	 `^'
I S'r 019 1 )	 t 	 .=N'tu.)
ISN 47 0 0	
_.	
IF ( 11 1 0.GT.12) M,40=MN0-I2----_--'-
	 !
ISN 0392	 213 CCNTINUE
ISN 03x3 WRITE(6013) (TEOA(M),M=1x13)
ISN 0.194_	 IF(SOYSnR.E0.4) Gn, TO 502
ISN 0396	 IF (8FLAC,-2) 999,501,h99
	
-
{ 	 Ic,I ')3 a 7	 501 (TRITE (61120)	 ^ S(	 ISN 03 adn0 215 J=1,HNS-
ISN 0'99 - -	 - 4RITF(6,127) l.8(Ji.Ue(J),(72SE(J,MI,M=1,131
15M 040J	 D,7 716 M=1,13	





a	 ISN 0403	 - 215 CON T INUE	 a	 4.




h-- - ISN 0405 —WRITE to, 127)-1KAY-W),SCLKI 11 S-MOW4•4LIAYC4"SYRL' 1 0 1 - 1 KI
ISN 0406 GO TO 909 }
ISN 0407 512 451TE16,12E) 1
ISIN 0400 -- DJ 503	 J=L,STAGE '.	 .-- -- --	 -- —
tl
ISN 040a WQ ITE(6,12S)	 CCRNBIJ),(TCDRNIJ,K) ► K-1,61 F
O ISN 04 10 00 504 K=195
IS y 04IL _STCOR11	 =STCCRNI,KI+TCC$NIJ.K I
ISN 0412 504	 CONTINIE
0 '' I SIN 0413 503 CCNT'INUE
_ ISN 0414 — —IaRITEt6,131)	 (STCORNIK),K-1.51
1) ISN 0415 IFISTAGF.GT .5)	 STAGF.=S f
i ISN 0417 WRITE(6,130)	 (GDDMO(J),GCOCAY(J),YR,GOOVAL(J),J-1,STAGEI









101 FCR'1AT (10A0)	 --	 _----	 —
0 LL' ISN 0420
0421
102 FORMAT	 (5FLO.0.695 J)
! 11 2JXa20A41•___._(	 AI' I SN
ISN 0422 104 FGRmAT('0'.19x,' yAxl"UM	 AVAILAILE	 PATER	 (MM1	 ..	 ....', dP
*	 F10.9,//,,70X, 1 THFTA	 FUS	 V	 (15	 93AR) ............................ , 	 o
I A. _F10.4,//,23Xr'TH°,TA	 INITIAL	 IN 5	 FT., PPOFSLE•, l_!'5),A9^—__._,••1.
*	 FLO.4,/7,20X."'THETA 'SUB 	 5	 C%	 LAYER.......... 	 ..	 .........v ro
'' *	 F10.4,//,20X,'U	 (MM)..	 ....	 ..	 ...	 .	 .',
`F1 0.4, //, 20X,' 4L P HA	 (P —T) ................	 .	 •_'..	 --
F10.4,//,2OX, 1 FALLR1 ................	 ...	 ..	 .. or
tl *	 FIO.4,//,20X,'S0IL CCNSTANT 	 14M DAY	 TO — 1121	 ...	 ....	 ...'/
( +	 F4C.4,//,2Gk,'X SUB	 5	 (INIT.WATER,C01T F4T --- Ih S C 1^	 LAY ER+ 6T.^' _
-,
a '
1- 10.4,//'v2OXr 1 FIEL9	 CAPACITY.................................. 




"i ISN 0473 . 105	 rCRVAT('0'r19X,'PLANTING 	 DATE.... ........................... •', '• t.	 li
• -	 ^^ ...' a ZOA4 )






ISN.0426_ 100. FCR!'AT	 (1SF5.01^_--_^_
ISN 0427 105 FCRMAT	 (AF10.4)
ISN 0420 110 F f% KIAT	 (/////////,9X,"4AX	 tAlN	 TAU	 RCIS	 SOLAR	 14ET	 is
'LE ' F' ,16X,' PCT..._ _ SOIL _ .	 UAN.- __A_	 TLL4L_t11X, !tC5' 	 /^ E
^'	 Nrl
	 DAY	 TEMP	 TEMP',8X,'RAO.	 RAG	 P. AD	 AREA COVER
• 'R41N	 EVAP	 EVAP	 EVAP	 EVAP	 EVAP	 THETA'96X,
} _ _v._..*3X,'AMTS.	 GOD' ,/,^X,'(C)	 IC) ',9X.'ILYS)._(LYS)—(LYS-).	 ',	 --•-
*fix,	 ( A !, )	 111(1`14)	 (M'el	 (MM)	 (MM1	 IM4)	 (MM) 11/)
ISN 0429 111	 FCR4AT	 ('	 ',T2,I4,F6.1,F6.1,F6.2,F7.2,F7.1,F7.1,F6.2,F6.2,F7.2.
3,FB.2, F6.2,2X,F4.22F7.II	 _—.. — EFE
ISN 0430 112	 FORMAT	 (10T0TALS1,51x,F7.2,5F6.3)
A ' ISN 0431 113	 FO!i4ATI1X,12,I3,SF6.3,1X,5F6.3,2F7.2,F0.2,2F7.2,F6.2,F6.1,F7.11
LSr( 0432 114. FOR'"AT{'0TOTALS':,60x,2F?.1,8X.,2F.T..1.)_
(i- ISN 0433 115	 F0RIAAT(8(312,F4.2))
ISN 0434` 116	 FCF'1iAT(//// /,I6X,' T HE T A 	 VALUES ',1gX,'TRANSPI'LATIC'7', //9
F *'• MO	 1X,'LAYER') rlX, 5(1X.' LAYER'.) ,'..DY'.5l	 --ftNCF.F':_
0 r+
*'	 DRAIN	 THETA	 TRANS	 TCT.	 KS	 DEPL.	 DEPL.',/.





x'EVAP.._,_..EVAP',,/.Lit6X.21	 O-S._5-30_2V-760_60^90 90-180 0 1.15X. !
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^~
+,	 PATIO	 TPAN	 TOT.	 RATIO	 RAT(0',/.
7 +'	 YCNTH	 LVAa	 EVAP	 EVAP	 EVAP	 EVAP	 (YM)' Q
T4EO	 _	 EVA-(2) ;_ EVA^12) ,
 _T3/E^•(2.)_E T CG^il.)—_QU^i .IFF	O^ATN
9 r f ISN 0436
,AGE',/}
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FPWA AT(/////,''	 R 14TS	 PQT.	 SOIL	 IRAN	 A	 TOTAL	 RA 1 14 , -
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" ISN 0439 122	 FGR M AT( 1 0	 TOT.	 1,7F7.2r1X,6(3X,F7.2),/) C
e TS`L 0440 123	 FGRMAT('	 0,A4,A2,ZX,7(F6.2,iX).6(3X,F7.?)1
ISN044L ll!	 FOR'"AT(//,'	 EMERGENCE CATE-(POTS = ' r F 4.2,'_ 	DAYS=',)3/')..•,12, —
JOINTING	 CAFE	 (3MT5= 1 rF4.2r'	 DAYS=•,13,•) ... 1 , O a	 i
BCOTING GATE	 (611TS= 1 ,F4.Z,'	 OAYS=1,13,
'.F4.2.'w') .... 1 112, 1 1',I2r'(',T2,/,r'
	
HE4D1hl[;	 DATE	 I R_MTS	 DAYS='
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i I^—	 - tr_	 '	 9EG1Nt,ITvG'r_/, _ --_- __	 —__	 —
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0445	 — -- 124	 FOR HATt " .2X,A3,1Xr511X,FE.21,3X, Fy .1)
ISN 04 4 6 130 FCRMAT(//,'	 (STAGE	 2 REAC-ED ON	 GOD
STAGE	 4 REACHFO CN	 •,12,'!'vI2,'1',I2,', 	 GOD	 -	 ',F7.1,/,
i'	 STAGE	 5 REACHER CN	 'rL2r'/'r12,'/'rI2r'r	 GOD -	 1 ,F7.1./, f'
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a
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_ __
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_Tx 0002 0171 0173.
• •' TZ ).02 0'330 0183 0185 0206 OZ06 0240 0290 0306 0308 0352 •
^'^ _
1.
T3 :.^ CCG? _ 03')9-0309_03,10_0336_034Z-:03EZ-0363_Q364
T5 OC67 )073 0105'
• ,.' UA 0032 3))3 0399 •
X5 OC67 JC 7U C105
-
'^ YR )0.36 OU74 CC27 011l Olio - 0279 0417
81!5 -	 )006 0029 0219 0219 0219 '0221 0221 0222 0222 0223 0223 0224	 0224 0225	 0225	 0226 0226	 0227	 022T •
f_025B .0343__0345_ 034 5
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Ac L ccc6 G)J^ 0110 n27B- • F
03.27_ _0232_0232- C?33._0233_0234_ 0234 -_0235_0235_.0236-0236_023.10237_023d_923-3-02-46	 0.246-0257 I
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^t'T 0379 03 7 c 0185 0387 -




GOO 0156 Ct57 
T U C 0007 0099 0132 R
I RR '	 0008 C099 , 0135
i IYR 0007 GuSS 0132
^j JJJ 0113 0114 0132 0160 0165 0168 0173 0239 0281 0282 C288 0329	 0345 0356 0363 Q
rj KAY _.__.00C4.._0)04•- 0173'__ 0405__,," __
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6 SY"RCL NNTFFr!-t L	 STATr Pl -NT	 %UMBFFZS O
_ LOG	 __CC Co U 1t,5-
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^j MA 0079 0110 0111 0114 013? 0160 0165 0168 0173 0239 0242 0242
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_ OUO2 0167 0?3 Q
S"'G J)C.5 UJ41, C173 J?45 C4C5` --- ---
;. SSD 0146 0174 OLRS 0186 ®	 j
SY .7	 _ 0005 0)43 0405 j
TALI J002 OJ31 0185 0186 0187 0239 '
t F C 033? 0336 0349 '0361 0361 O
T IN OC67 JJ70 0073 0266_..__
--f TMP 0145 0146 ----






>>° DAYT 0006 0J?2 0121 0121 0125 0174 0186 r f
DAY) J316
DAYI C313 - - - -
DIFF OOG4 0173 • pi+ DISC J006 0)06 0240 025L 0254 -0290
ETEO 0334• 0137 0350 C36T ' " -- 4
t CVaP 0194 p	 ,
r LAr, CJJ6 0100 OIJ5 0142 0186
FR-T 0010 0)66' 0117 0119
- _---- - _
i iCAY	 - OOC7 0099 0132
•
KDAY OC79 0281_..0376
MAXT 0002 CM CLI n ^ 0129 0128 0145 01.48 0111 Olao 0190 019L 019a	 0239 j
MINT ))0? 0117 0119 0129 0129 0145 0149 0172 0239 O
MOLT 0002 OU67 CC 70 C173
--
OPTN 0011 0103 0165-
^,^ PCAY 0006 01)96 0144 0160 0166 0282 C288 0329 0_
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_
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CRY S c A P-4 00 1`1F81, E04 SF R*4 001100 EnR SF RQ4 000 F EB EST SFA P*4 OD')FAC 0
GD0 SF R*4 __J CUFQO I w C	 $ 1*4 _00131`0 1RR_SF R_14 Q Ot41 R _	 Sy 1 *4^Q014A0 S
_ JJJ S FA- 1*4 000F44^ KAY SFA R•4 )01518 KMO SF 1*4 OG*)FS8 LAI	 S G A PR4 OOJF9C f	
y
!	 I ,,	 SF 1.4 ODUrAJ LI?C	 5F 114 OD1530 r14w	 S r I^4 000FA4 MNO SFA 1*4 ^OOFa9 O
ti9 t]	 S 1-4 00011-AC. RNS SF R+4. OUJFd0 SF A_SMn IF4i)J'L558 S SA $ F A R*4 t7LJ F 84
R	 .SFA II4 OU1576 TAU SFA y R • 4 ):0 F F 8 TEEO SF R*4 OOJFFC T74	 SF ;*4 OOOFCO k




DAYT SFA_ 1' 4^3 J;FCC DAYO SF	 XF R • 4 OUt:JOJ GtY_l	 SF	 XF R-4 00000f) RIFF S c A R*4 QOOFOO
-	 11I.5c	 F - I.4 OJJrD4 ETCLI	 SF R-4 1 01F 118 EVAO SF	 XF R*4 000000 FLAG SFA T*4 JOt)FDG
' FRVT s r R*Q 001 1110 -	 104Y	 S 1•4 00165C KEAY SF 1-4 00 ,)^EO I'AXT	 SF R*4 JO)FE4 O
MINT ,SF F*4 000rER MULT SFA R'4 OOJFEC 11PTN SFA 1*4 0]1604 Q()AY	 S 1'+4 OJ-)FFO
PAJN S F A R+4 000rc4
—	
RFLG S F A 1-4 UJUFF8 SfLK SF4 fa4 OJ16E8 SD^Y S F—AI ;4 J417JQ
_
t
TACC SFA R*'r '000rrC- TRSE SF R-4 001718 TCAY SFA R-4 001OLO TE04 SF R*4 001984 O
4 TGDO Sr4 R*4 201004_ THAF SF R*4 CC10CP TH4T SF Pt4 001 JOC T Nnr Sc nr4 001010 E
TalizT	 Sr Fro '(101014 THIF SF R•4 001019 Tt11T S c R•4 UJ191C TVAL SFA 4.4 OJ1'1QB
Y r :.R	 SFA 1y4 0)1320 LV.,L	 S F A R •4 0019CC AL°HA SFA Rt4 001024 BF=LAr,	 SF 1* 4 DOIO28
Si = LG SFA -4
-1 001J;C CU)CK S F A_ I*^ OCIJ30 CJu':°	 F R*R 00IR70 CCII":T	 S FA R•4 091034 ►.
CCt VF^i	 SFA F+4- 00I030^ _ ^-9ELTA	 F	 XF R•4 t)JuuOO bI1,;T 0L03C
_
t
FLGC P 'SF P*4 '-001040 FMAXT SF R*4 001044 FMIVT SF R*4 001043 GOOPO SFA j*4 001REO Q E
KVAL1 S c A,_,.Pt4 OOIRF- 4' KVAL2_S'F A R*4 001909 F"F,IST_SF	 XF 1±!4 02900? MKH20 SFA R+4 00104C 1
' PLAVT SF 1;4 00191C RLTIG SF R*4 001050 ST, GE SFA 1+4 001054 T8=nA SF P-4 00Ia3C
TCr Q 'i SF 9*4 001970 T11ETT SF R14 OCIO58 TITLE S F 1*4 OOLA00 TRANS SF	 XF wl,4- 000000 •































t- -PCTFVA':Sr _XF_F ►4_000000 PTACCI SFa R*4 001078 P.ATtIEt	 R±4 JJL^7 r 	R4,(N(]_^$ F R *$__0010A0 _..
r^1
RUKCIF SFA R+4 001084 SOYSOR SFA I*4 001688 STCCRN S r R*4 0OIA78 TAVAIL SF R*4 00108C















-_21R ,'00ICCa- 20Z._.0010EA 700.-431CF1 204--ZO1DLC
i-` 203	 OCID24 205	 OOLD33 217	 G01050 219	 001082 ! I
i ; 342
	 002024 303	 002C3C 304	 007040 3J1
	
002454 •
_ 306: 00200C - -	 -305	 002148 ^ a59_0021A4 ^^360 -L02219 i J'
303	 002318 307 	 007364 3J9	 0023A4 310	 0023FO j




_ 3E2_ OC259e_ '313_0025AA 'ALS 0025r0
316	 J025DE 312	 0025FC 317
	
002(4r 320	 002680 --
321	 00"69C 319	 0026AC 322_	 0)26C8 318	 0026D4 •
.223	 'J0Z6E't 324. 0026EC
_	 325 -.0 )VOL 126-002754
!
(	 (',
`. 327	 OC2762 355	 002786 356	 002800 329	 002820
207	 OG296C 206	 OCZSFA 332
	
002A10 331	 OOZA5E •
+
,I	 1_--• -. Z08-,'002A90 204__002AF 6 210_^D2E18 4Q0-p02C30{




	 (02EQE 404	 002EC4 406
	 +302EF6 448	 002F42 •
_ 409	 OOZF72 __ _	 _	 410	 002 F QE . 405-CO2FB6 212___0030:ZL CCCf
`. ')U3134211 407	 00314A 500	 003188 214	 003242
213	 003274 501	 0032CA 216	 003364 215	 003370 • " -^
502,_.003404 5Q4-00349.6_ 501 aa	 AD 999	 003548 1j[[[
*OPTICS
	 i+J	 EFFECT' <tiANF=
	
M4?N,[I oT 02, L1 AECNT=60,SILE OOOOK. •
x +CPTIr6S IN EFFECT* - SGURCE,ESCOIC,NOLIST,t,DDECK,LOAO,MAP,NOEDiT,lO,XREF • 1!
+ STtT75TICS+	 _	 SOURCE.STALEt1E6T5_= 447pRCGRA4! S.LZE _	 13689
- I
*STATISTICS*	 N7, DIAGNOSTICSGENERATED • a- - --




_e...,	 ate. ... ^.	 .. ^^^1^
i
a•; LEVEL 21.7	 ( JAN 73
	
1 CS/36•]	 FORTRAN H DATE	 77.084/14.38.46 •
_ __CC_'!P1LER__CP_TIONS =NAVE-	 AIN.OPT -CZ .LINECNT=63.51 LE-0003K
S'''•URCFtEPCI I IC,N-ILIST.49)°_CR.LJAD, 1AP,r,020IT.10,XREF





C ^CALCULATICNSUBRCUTINE:	 OF POT. EVAP. It




+... I5`1 J305 ;
 .
 I9tCFLA;-315,6,7
( Sf+ 0006 5 IF	 (LA I . L T .3.01
	
GO TO 3







I 5 JCGQ 1 AN=.8368*'SR-130.78 • _„,_ J( S'( J010 GO TG 4






f^11 '..2 Rh-..80+,11.5R-135..57 •
4 1514 0C	 ' GO 1 0 4
t
1 S*i 0013 3 RN= .7249-SR-50.11 -
+ 15N J014 GG T4 4 •
C
C FCR	 61-FAT''








+4 ISN 0021 7 IF	 (LAI.GE.3.0)	 GO	 TO 8 4
ISy 0023 RA=.8608*59-103.92 A	 S	 sy
I S' + T 00?4 GO Ttl 4 ti
ISN 00 1 6 IF	 IGAYT.GT.84t	 Rt1=.l66*SR-95.84 '
ISN 002 11 4 EC=ALPHA*SSD • RN/5'9.3_ !
! . ISN OC2 Q QFTURN




+•o••F C R T RAN	 C R 0 S 5	 R E F E R E N C E	 L I S T 1 N W+ y * w 	PAGE 002
j SYKBCI_ _ I.":TEPW-L._STLIE
	
l?LgHEUj-.K	 ER-
. r E0,	 0002	 OJ28
O	 R tl	 0002	 00J9	 0011	 0013	 0015	 0016	 0019	 0023	 OJ25	 3026	 0028
k
-._SP -_---,0002 _.COJ9_OOTL_ 0013 -0015_0J16 __ C019_0033—II6	 O 0281'^
LA1	 CCOZ	 01.04	 0006	 0021kF




__ )002	 0103	 0016 t
i	 ALPHA	 00O2	 CO28
tO CF-LAG

























f ! C,.C, r..ab`1	 JGJd
V 2 00 	 l ^Cl'^ ^'i
C 11 13
^






6	 ^., pn F 5 OOC 5	
—.____





































RN SF	 R•4	 OOJOEO
NAME	 TAG	 TYPE	 ADD..	 NAME	 TAG	 TYPE






















ACCd	 LABEL ADCv LABEL	 AODR	 PAGE 005
p
5-_OCC130_	
_^1-OO)144_	 9 -DOO15 R ^ -10416
1 6	 Ju3I J	 l	 OCCIC.O
	 8 OO)IF.) 4	 003206
.*OPTICNS IN EFFECT-,---- NAME=
	
14A IN OPT 02,LIN C'i7=6y,5I7E_J9s70K._
*OPT WINS
	 IN	 EFFECT-	 SCUP,CE,EBCDI(:,NOLIST,NO()ECK,LCAD,MAP,t;")EDIT,ICIXREF O
STATISTICS-
	 STIUPCF, STATEMENTS =
	 29	 .PROGRAM SIZE _ 666
- • STATISTICS t 	N1	 CIAGNCSTICS -GEkERATEO_-,—_-- ,_ _	 •. !











a:abi..a.,x...	 ^.. i .	 p^	 ."=+.xy. ..-;^s,il+.:.W^
	 .s,:uve.s..s.._..-s,	 4., vs ., i....ia x.--as.. ... 	 .	 ..... .....: ..	 _	 f'.	 .i<.	 ♦. 	 _...
:	 oK.zu rr
r:
.	 F. i	 . tSfsa".
r WI'yy4'r'i"^	 «'f' ^i u	 ss}^
,__ -	 _.
LEVEL•^ 21.7	 ( JAN 73 ­ )	 OS/360	 FORTRAN H DATE	 77.084/14.38.55
^	 _LCliP11,Est..L'1'L1CNS:.=-11A,^Es._MSlti•1]P.T=p2.•LIAlEC..Vi.=dII.511E=^(lOUK, • --
SCURCE.EBCr)IC.NQLISTrNODECK.LOAC,MAP,KC!EDIT.ID•XaEF
0 C •	 ^	 t
•	 ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE TRANS(TI.MXHZC.TV •KS.LAI.T,ALPHA•Rh•SSD•COVER,TAU•
IALPHAV,ORY.SCYSOR,TZ,TGD0•TACC,FALLRT)
C	 -- SUBROUTINE:	 CALCULATIO:4 CF TRANSRIRATCCNi. C








1°_ ►. 0007 IF	 (KS.GT.1.)	 KS-1
ISN JCC q -	 -	 __-IF (KS.LT.0.01	 KS=0.0
ISV:0011 GO TO	 (l.1r3.4).SOYSCR r.• C
j --•- ,- --- C__	 — F.CR_SCn_Gi(UM 4YD	 QYEFAN
i
ISN 0912 1	 TAU-EXP(-.3GP.•LAI) n	 _









0014 3	 TAU='EXP(-.737•LAT) C











30	 IF	 (TACC.GT .4)	 GO TO 52





r	 ISN'0021 _	 4 DRY =LA I
I SN 9022 TAU=Ex?(-.33S+DRY+0.143q)
4b	 IS11 0023 IF	 (LAI.LE..38)	 TAU-1.
1SN 0025.— IF_(LAI.GE.Z.5.4B.TGCO..Gf.1403.1_.GQ TC_41
1	 15`1 0027 GO TO 50 t' Q
F
ISN')J28 41	 IF	 (LAI.LT.2.5.AND.TGCC.CE.2000)	 GO TO	 50
ISN OJ30 , G0..T0 51
IS •t. 0031 50_7 =KS+ALPHAV*(1.0-TAU)*SSC«PN/5fl.3
^.I sN 00:+ 2 1	 GO TO q9
*`ISN J033 51 T • KS ► (ALPHA-TAUT*SSD*RN/58.3
I SV JU34, _ _ GC TO 99, t'
ISN. 3035 52 T=KS*ALPHAV O (1-IEXP(-.737*LA U)I*SSO*RN/58.3
W) i	 ISN. 0036 GO TO 99
t	
1SN )037.--_S3.S-KS*.4L?NAY!L1^XP^ ,3S`i*IAWj__ .5O!RN15@ .3
C( i
r 4 C p'
I i ,;	 _	 IS'l 0038, -__^_,9`I.1F (KS.EO.O.0)S• O_LO SB_-__--
ISm 3040 T2-T`1/KS'!





ISN OC43 - 97 FETURN
W,	 ISN 0044	 END
h	 ^
I ^
ti	 •••••F 0R -T R A N	 C R O S S	 R E F E R E N C E	 L I S T I N G •+ • O'w 	`PAGE UO2
lr ..SYMBCL INTERNAL ST4TE 1tl `{T NU°"EPS..--
T	 JCO2 CJ31 6033 C l) 35 OJ T 7 0040
O	 KS	 Ov02 ,?401 (10 J6 CJJI CuC7 0009 0009 0031 0033 0035 UJ31 0038 004J
	 4°
RN	 )C72 OJ3 t 0033 _ 0035 _GO31
T'1	 0•)J2
	 0)0i
is	 TV	 0002 0 )OS
^_.. T2	 )4? 0)C3 . C040 -,0042—
ORY	 0042 0)2L 0022
	 —	
O }!! r	 EX-	 r3 C- 	 0114 9022 0035 0037
L41	 0002 G0)9 CC12 0313 0014 0015 _ . 60210023 OC25- 0028_-0035 0Q3 7
	f .
SSG	 J032 JJ3L 0033 0035 CO37
TaU	 00,12 0J12 0014 0022. 0023 0031 0033
_	 t5	 ,•-^• reCC	 0002 0)C3 CJ 15 0019
k	 TCGO	 0002 C103 0025 0029
.	 ALPHA	 :)0J2 0139	 d
C r VEP	 04)2
FXH20 COC2 C)03 0006
'	 TRANS	 Ju02
4LPHAV 0032 0031 .- OC35-0.03 7 	j
FALLRT _uC:2 0)01 D006
V	 SCYSCR '0002. 0.004 C011
_ TAV41L













7	 `t`	 060—F 0 R T R A. N
	
E R 0 S S	 R E F E.R E N C E	 l: S T I N Gs**8*	 PAGE 003
•i
—_-(• A8 E1--DEF INEO_-REFERENCE
1	 0012	 0011 0011
•	 3	 0714	 9011
30 	 0014	 0015
•	 41	 0028	 0025
S.	 50 __.0J31_— — :0017 0027
yFy '	 51	 0033	 0013 '0013 0020 0030	 --
• i'^	 52	 0035	 0018












}I TF ANS / SIZE OF PROGRAM 000478 Hf_XAOECIMAL 	 AYTES	 PAGE 004 5
I nn i s - TAG	 TY P ADO. NoE TAi,	 TvPE ADx^. NAME	 TAG	 TYPE ACO. NAaF	 TAG TYPE ADD.	 - —
T S ::D• 4 OC3)FC KS SF	 R*4	 '0000;0 RN	 F	 9*4 )300;4 T1	 F Pro )OOJF8 ° fi
TV F	 R+4 u^JJJFC T2_S R*•i- 00010;0' DRY SFA	 R"/iu00IQ4 LA1	 FA 0010R
SSf% F	 R•4 00)1UC TAU SF	 R*4 000110 TACC	 R*4 UO-)114 TrDU R*4 000118 r
it • ; ALPHA F	 P•4 000110 COVER 4.4 000120 MXH20	 F	 R*! 'JOJ124 TPANS R*4 000128 •
EXP XF	 P 1 4 JCO 3)J0 --_,AL 3 H4V F	 R-4 000.12	 F A	 (. RT	 F	 R•4 G0Q1_3_9 _QYSGR	 F j!4,0.001}4 —._..
•`^ o j
I














ACCR	 LABEL	 AOOH	 LABEL' ADDP	 PAGE 305	 .
^.	 _1 09JISC
	 3 0G0IF4	 30 00 .3230	 4 n O02s1	 -
41 00024 +3 	 50 00028C.	 51 0002E2	 52 000302Q	 53 000328
	 S9 00034A	 9d 000368	 S7 000370	 v
• F • } *OPTIONS IN EFFECT*	 ~'NAME- ~MAIN,OPT-02,LINECN7-60,SIIE*4C0JK• 	 , f
-OPT ICNS IN EFFECT R,




	 43 PACGRAM SIZE n 	 I144
,
STATISTICS* NO MDIAGNOSTICS GENERATED
`^ •	 rr_'% LAT 'I. i*±*s*	 95K RY7FG OF rnAF NOT USFt1
oi
i	 •^,	 i	 j
y	
ry
.`	 ^	 ,, 	 ^,	 It	 a	 ,:.a, .,a.,atr we	 ^cat!^	 .. ^	 . , t^w S^w^ry+.r^im+wu e^'^taew.e^r^. s ^^. T;f^yass+tti'	
..























LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 )
	
OS1360 -FORTRAN H	 DATE 77.084/14.39.11
_CCF'PILER OPT ICNS - NA 11 E=	 .MGIN,CPT=02.LIIECNT=6J.SIZE=JGOJK.
SCLPCE,E7CDIC,NILIST.NOUECK, LOAD, MA P , NCED IT, IT),XREF
*• TSN 0002 SU9ROUTINE EVAP(FLAG.LAI,RN,EST,ES,U,CNST,000NT,SSO.DRY,COVER,
_
-- 1CAYT, TAU, SCY50R)—=-----:^_
C
^i'{t{ C SUBROUTINE:	 CALCULATION OF SOIL EVAP.
f .....




—A li ISN 00J5 GO	 TO	 (2,E,6,5),S 0 YS0F
FCR SCYASAN„ANC M-. A T
• ISN OGG() 6	 IF	 (COVER.GT .LAI)	 TAU-.852
ISN OOCR,_ ,. GO TO 7.	 —
C
• `I C FCP CCRN
—ISw UO39 —'5 TtU=EXP(—.39*,(,0RY#^0.1438)
ISN 0 1)10 IF	 (LAI.LE-0.38)	 TAO=1
— ISN' )012 IFF	 (CAYT.CT.90.ANO .LAI.LT.3.67)	 TAU - .270'
C
oil' -c StiITCH AS'TC hH 1CI+ SOIL EVAPORATION FCRMULA
C TO USE
0 1 14 2	 1 P	 (FLAG-1) 	 1,30
1 SN 0315 1 E5 TAO-SS ;'Rh/59.3
I E ll )Jib
ISN 0017 IF	 (EST.LE.U)	 GO TO 4
I ^ N+ 0719	
_ _ 
FLAG=2	
-— ( 5+1 )C70 SS=FS-0.6 t C^
1514 )OZI GO T J 4








ISN 1025, IF	 ( PPNS,LT.ES)	 ES-M	 5 ,
ISN 0027
_
RETURN '	 -	 — A-e




s*se + F O R T RAN	 C R O S S	 R E F E R E N C E	 L ISTI N GO* *rs PAGE 002t	 y 0 Q
a SYYBCL—.ITaCRNA6.STATE?'ENT. NU!4BER 5— —
[)	 0002	 G0
O	 ES	 C002	 OJL5	 0OLb	 0020 . 0020	 0022	 0025	 0025
@ t
M.	 RN	 0002 _ 0015.__0024^
O4Y
	 ''	 00Oi	 JJ09
EST	 C002	 0 .116	 0016	 OJ17
EXP.._.	 0009




TAU	 __ 0002, 0)06__0009_..OGIQ_CO12n015.__CO24.___. --
^.	 CNST	 3002	 0022
DATT
	 0002	 0004	 0012
^.
t




	 x024	 0025>	 0025
i	 SCPT	 0022___..
COUNT
	 0002	 OU22	 0022r	 0023	 0023
COVER	 0002	 0006 .




















is*+F 0 R T R A N
	
C R 0 S S	 R E F E' R E N C E	 L I S T I N Go*krr PAGE 003
^ of
LAO L-	 :rEF"I" ED SE F ERENCES_	 —_ _	 _	 . .
--
i	 C)LS or, 14
A 7
	
0) 1 4 UIUC5	 CCJ!3 C




4 	 0024 0011	 0021
E











A/ EVAP / SIZE OF PROGRAM 000342 HEXADECIMAL BYTES PAGE 004• g
NA M E	 TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG	 TY P E ADD, NAPE TAG	 TYPE	 ADD. NAME	 TAG TYPE ADD.
U P*4 000008 ES SF	 R-4 000000 PN F	 P*4	 CC-3000 DRY	 FA R*4 00 1)004 a
r
_ •	




--RMRNSY SF *4 y 0 0OOE 8 COUNT SFA	 R*4 COVER R*4	 000100 SORT	 XF R*4 OOOODO
.X'': _XF_R*4._000004 SCYSQF —E--	 I*4--000104_ - 1 N	 -s'
_ t































411CR	 LABEL	 ADDR	 LABEL	 ADPR	 PAGE J05
f	 '^ 6. 0301,44, _
	 _	 5—OCC162^_,._
	 2 OQDLR	 1 0 91^ L G2	 _
	
3 OCGIFR	 4 009242
-A
*CPTICNS.IN-,EFFECT-	 N AP. E--MAIN29PT!.OZiLI_N5015-6J.eSILE=_O.Q99K
• ^^ ICPTICKS IN EFFECT-	 SOURCEvEBCGICiNOLIST,KODECCtL'OAD,MAP,NOEDIT,ID,XPEF
iSTATISTICS*
	 S06FCEr5TATEMENTS =	 27 vFRCCRtM SIZE	 834	 --' —
O
STATISTICS* .-NJ JIAGYOST,ICS GENERATED-.,_-__









LEVEL 21.7	 C	 JAN 73	 1	 GS/360	 FORT g AN M	 DATE	 77.064/14.39.46 I
t ^_-- LCN.DILZR_CPTIDNS_x_Y;NE`!!AIrLCP'nO2.L1'. EC 1I_60.5ITE^ODOJ ^f. 	- 	 -
EBCDIC.NOLIST,NODECK,LOAD,4AP,KCEDIT.IO ,XREFSCURCE,
a
• C	 ..... •
....	 ISN J002 _ 	 FUKTICN DELTACTI.._.
O	 '^	 ISN 0003	 PELT;=0.0155416-T - 0.000005-T R-3 • C.0000001*TRx4 ♦ 0.40408273 •	 I
ISN 0004 —	 _ RETUPN --	 _	 —	 ---
-











r•*.eF 0 R T R A N
	
C- R 0 S S
	
R E F E R E N C E	 L I 5 T I	 N G ••*** ?AGE 002	 i.^
SY"5CL__INTIRIIAL STATEMENT 1,01E,F S
T	 0001;	 OJ03	 0003	 0003



















,r ^	 -	 ., ,.r-	 ^. ^.roaa:.^;,,	
:...	
. -.,s:a.	 ^-	 ^	








	 TAG	 TYPE	 IPO .	 NAME	 TAG	 TYPE	 ADO.	 NAME	 TAG	 TYPE	 ADDS— 3
O•	 T	 F	 Rt4	 0230090	 DELTA S	 R*4	 000054 F
• OP TIONS	 IN EFFECT*	 NAME-	 NAIN,OPT-02,LINECAT-60,SI'ZE*OOOOK.
1
♦
_–^OPT.ICNS.1N.EF-EECT»_	 SOURCE.EBCDIC,NOL.IST,NQDECK,LOAD.,MAe-.NDEaJJ jf"xp F *" 1
;Y	 • STATISTICS•	SOURCE STATEMENTS	 4	 ,PROGRAM SIZE _	 236 ♦ y
*STATISTICS*	 NO	 DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED

















" ^ a.+ ,	 a	 .r	 , 	 ^r.u*e—.e ...::.....	 ... .r. 	 e.	 •`	 ..	 '%.....	 ..	 ..	 x	
..	 .. .. I	 _ .	 -.. _. 	 ...,.:u.	 ^	 ....	 ^e. 	 .+.aa_.a.ou€s.^i..ix.....b 	 .. , e	 ^ a^.u..a




FORTRAN H DATE	 77.084/1+.39.55
_CCkPILER.I PTIONS. -_NAME= _MAIN.CPT=02,UNECUT-62.SILE=0007K.
i SCURCE,ESC'OIC,AOL(ST914OOECX,LOAD,Mnr+,NGErilT,7DrXREF
C ..... Q )
,C SUBROUT-I"1E^,_:CLCKER----
C PURPOSE	 CALCULATE PART OF BIG-TIME TODAY,BAIER MODEL Q y
C DESCRIPTICK OF PARAMETERS
•.^ C COEF	 COEFFICIENT TO CALCULATE TIME O
TN: . -.-	 _YIN	 TEMP t
C TX:	 VAX TE40
-' C OL:	 CAY LENGTH O
- —^ 
.0 _	 TACC:.-._ T 17AL CF TIME P;.QTS
C TRAY:	 T1C'AYS TIME	 PART
• C K:	 INDEX	 INTO CCEF O i(
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE CLOKER(LOEF ,TK,TX,DL,TOAY,K,MULT,TACC,CLOCK,MMO,JJJr
^;t •	 YFAR,BTFLG,9IFFrSYRrSMOrSQAYrSCLK,ICOUN7 ♦
. t
f











-	 -	 - 2
•,+ c
ISN 0005 TX=((o./5.)*TX)§-32.
ISN 0006 TN-((9./5.)*TN)+32. ^.
C O
C FI'D UAYLENGTH CCNTRIBUTION TO 910_	 -TIME
C _ -
'
• t ISN 0007 V1=CDEF(K,2)*(DL-COEF(K,I))+COEF(K,3)*(CL-COEF(K,I))**2 O I
.; ISN OCCB..._.,....---IFIVI.LT.0.1	 V1.=Q•0 _
)
C FIND MAX TEMP CONTRIBUTION TC RIO-TIME 0 }C f
} ISN 0010 V2=COEF(K.51*(TX-CCEF(K,4)1-C9EF(K,6)*(TX-COEF(K,41) ♦+2
f• ISN 0011 IF	 (V2	 LT C O.OR.TX.LT.23.64) V2=0.0 a;
^a ( C FIND MIN TEMP CONTRIBUTICN TO BIO-TIME i
C w 1
ISN '0013 _- V3=CDFF(K 7) 0 (TN-CDEF(K 1 41 )KQEF(K 8)*(TN-C0EFjK,4))**2
1 ISN 0014 IF(V3.LT.0`,0)	 V3=0.0
• ,: C A




154'0016, TCAY-V1*(V2+V31 w )
_._. _ C
CUPNALATIVE SUMS FOR BMTS {•rt
7 C 0
ISN 0017,_, IF(K.F9.3.CR.K.E0.,4)	 TCAY=TCAY*MULT
1'f ISN 0019 TACC=TACC+TCAY
• ' ' 1 ISN 0020 CLOCK=CLCCK+1
ISN 0021 IF( (NMO.GT,9.AND.MMCt.LEE.12).AND.TACC.GT.I_61 TACO-1.6
ISN 0023 — - IF(BTFLG.EC:l) GO TO 10	 -	 -	 — -
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ISN 0028 20 BTFLG=1 -
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GG TO Cn
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# ISN 0713 2	 GDD"^ STAGE)=r1"^0
ISN 0014 CUDDAYtSTAGE)=JJJ
^,^r` ISN UQ15 ^. GIJOVAI ,I ST^?GE) =TG^D
ISY UJ1.6 STAGE=S7A^'E+1
',^	 .^"
.ISN OC17 3 r2ETlJRN
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^ NAME TAG	 TYPE A60. NAME	 TAG	 TYPE	 ADD, NAME	 TAG	 .TYPE	 ADD.	 NAME	 TAG	 TYPE	 4D0.
JJJ F	 1*4 OQJOFO MMD	 'P	 I*4 `^,00^^084 GPTN	 XR	 I #4 . 000000	 TGDD	 F	 R+^4	 OGG088
FF	
--
^: GDJMO S-_	 .XR__i'*4^ _OG0000_ -.S:TAGErSF._^. ,_ 	 I!l^4,._ODO.OBC_ ^TIMEB	 a#4"	 nngo90	 rnnnev t	 xa	 I*4	 400pOD.^..._^.,_:_•
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KSU MOOEL 6 FOR WHEAT DF 1976.=76
^	 K.!
-
NaX MIN 7AU PNS SOLAR ^- NET y LEAF PGT. SG1L TAAr A TOTAL ^	 KS. •
_ MG_.' CAY_TEMP. 7Et".P ..__^.__^:RAD._.:J. RAD ._.. RAD_.^ARE11_CO.VER^.RAIN `+.:.:._FYAP E:VJI^^EVAo-	 ^V11P	 Fv^P T NE_Td - RHrt^GDO.^:^._.{G ► CC) CLYS) CLYS) {tY5) (NM) (MM7 it^iMl (MM) CMM) {MM) {MMT
;',^^,^.^b..Z._..1.9.4__1.CD_337.5474.D^337.5^6..0^.__.O.D______0_. 0
^
r, b?1	 ..:1 4.52. n-n n.n ^ .4^rL?g3 .Sn •- n ,,^a	 n. ,0	 D.0
'	 ;	 9	 ' 2 35.fi Z•).0 1.00...314.51 '	 550.0 3.14.5 0-.D 0.0	 ^' 0.0 fi. 1.03 .1.112 0.0	 '- ,'	 O.D T. 112. 292.05 6.63 -0.0 0.0
P7	 9 3 '^6.7 22.? 1. CO 1114.46 404..0 174.5 '00 • D:0	 ^^^ 0.0 3.461 0.938	 .. ' 0.0 . ^ - ' fl.0	 ^ 0.938 290.94.. 0.62 0.0 0.0^ ,
t._^9..'__4.,_33.9.. '19.3.. 1.CU 224.34 `.456.0^224.3_„00.,.0.0^^..0.0 i^.241_..._0:.R25-D..O
	
n ^D	 n.8.25_L9D.0^._._.O^b2_0.0 0.0 ^___,^
9 • 5 2:9.4 19.3 .1.60 78.53 304.0 78..5 0.0 0.0 2.00 1.408 0.741 0.0 U.0 0.747 291..17 0.62 0.0 0.0
t ^'^	 9
'"t
6 29.4 L1.1 1.00 334.66 571.A 33Y.7 0.0 0;0 0.0 5.826 O.bBT 0.0 0.0 0.687 290.43 O. b2 0..1) 0,0^
d -	 -_.-_9 :-..^-^ rt . 4..:15 . b _.1^ O D_:318.3:5__5 5 4 .,0__:318 ..S.^O ...Q._._..D .Q.^al.._D_5 L9.92__O:. Sz3 9 0.0 0.0 0 +^ 3 9_28^,3^r_0.^5L).,_0 0.0	 _
^"	 9 8 3.1.7 .17.8 L.00 233.93 466,0 233.9 0'0 0.0 0.0 4.298 0.691 '" 0.0 0.0 O.b01 289.10 0..61 6.^7 0.0
9 9 3:3.3 17.2 1.00 10^r.43 331.0 104_.4 0:6 0.0 0.0 1.9:3 O.56f3 0.6 0.0 0.568 288.50 0.61 0.0 0.0
'	 S_.,
^''
10__31.1,_;19.9,--_1.U0 104.43__,_143.0__- 78.8__O;Q^p.O 0,.0 D,.O 0 .0 O. p 	4s^ O.d zA 7.?3	 0 .61	 _0 0.0^__
9 Il 28.3 12.8 i.GO 104.43' 105.:0 -112:.4 0.0 '0.0 19.fi0 0.0 O.0 0.0 O.D ^0.0 3-07.53 0.61 0.0 0.0
)^^	 9 12 zl.l T.8 1.00 304.92 540,-0 304.9 U.0 0.0 0.0 4.676 3.464 0.0 0.0 3.464 307.53 0.73 6.0 0.0
^`	 ^	 9,.^
^' ^^ ..9
13 __22.8, 11.1_^1. 00_ 225.3.0_457.,0_225.3_0,0_,0.,'Q 0_.Q 3.59 5 2 ,F63 O .Q___,__2p 2.663 374,,0_.71 	 0 0^ '^.0
1a 14 20.0- 1^).0 1.00 7.25.30 112.0.-105..7 D.O R.0 L. 80 0.6 0.0 0.0 -: 6.0 0.0 303.20 0.71 0.0 0.0
^.^^^	 9 15 17.2 11.7 1.00 225.30 iZ9.0 -89.4 0.0 0:0	 ^ ,1.30 0.0 O.Q 0.0 0.0 0.0 304..50 0..71 0.0 X0.6
^ ^_ 9^.1b ^2.Z._,15.0,^1.DJ„ 57.42 ?_82.0_.. 57.4 _0...0_,_,0:0 ' 0_.30 - 0,9ZG 4 tib@b	 -6:0 ...'.	 0 ,9 O^b6¢^^ti^90_^.j 1 Q -O 0.0
9 17 2:2.2 14.4 1.00 1ih.90 344.0 116.4 0.0 0.D 9.bJ 1.880 1:392 D.0 Or0 1.392 312. T2 0:77 0.6"` 0.0
i	 > j'^	 9 IB 2,1.1 15.6...1.00 116 .9U '	 165.0 -54.8 0.0 0,.0 0.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 311.A2 0.77 0.0 O.D	 '
^ (_____9_,,_.,1.9__.20.b_^].6.6_.l.Od_121.76^349.0._._121.7 0._O^D:,O_9..0^1,.83.fi^L .3.9Q 	 n. `n	 n .l?	 ^-39Q^11..82^0.^:60.9 D.J
^' ^'a	9^'.:.0 ^.';.4 6.1 1.00 264.43 448.0 264..6 0.0 0.0 2.50 3,924 2.9D6 0.0 J.6 2..906 .312.93 .0..77 0.0 0.0 ..
^^'^	 9	 ,'21 1,9.4 I7.2	 '1.00 256.96 496.J 257:.0 6.0 0.0 0.0 3.832 .2.833 u.0 e3.6' 2.838 310.03 0.75 . 0.0 Q.0•
#; : ,._..9._22.^22.8.^,2.8.+L•00.2'6a.4:7_..SOZ.0^.266.5^^0.0,__._^O..D - 0.0._...^.S.LLZ____L._83.0-0....D
	 ^-n	 i ..630_._3 07_i.g o_73_Q^ 0.0
C' 23 26.7 4.4 1.00 258.88' 492,, 0 258.9 0.0 D:0 0.0 4.226 1.450 0.0 0.0 1.450. 305.36 0.72 0.0 ' 0.0'	 9	 _24^^ 9 2:3.9 '4.4 1.00 91.46 318..0 92.0 0.0 0.0 D.0 1.44:5 1.112 0.0 0.0 1.112 303.91 .0.71 . 0.0 0.0E	 ^_.,9._2521.L^.3.3^.1.00^,264.63_498.0_2G4.6^0.0_0_.0 0.0.^3^h9	 D.936;O .o n,9	 n ,^g^e	 3n2.^g0_,_D..7.0..^.13 0.0
'	 "t	 9	 '" 26 '25.0 4.4 1.00 ?:51..16 485.0 252.2 0.-0 0.0 0.0 4.024 0.826 . ' O.D : 0.0	 ^' 0.826 301...86 0.70 0.25 0.0
^	 '"t	 9 Z7 22.8 1.1.7	 ',_1.00 165.78 396.0 166',8 OC 6-.0 0.0 2.668 : -^ 0.747 0.6 0.0 ' ' 0.747 - 361.. D3 0.69 0.44. 0.-Q	 '
"	 4..._.ZB.--.17.2_^_6..7^. 06166._7@._...LG7^p.^52.^._.0.0,0'.0 0.0. 0..0_ 0.4 p^0^0.^0 0.0._3:D9..ZB_,.0..69_J.57,._.0.0




30 23.3 12.2 1.00 264.63: 54..0 -161.3 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6	 - 4.0 301.10 0.69 0.88' 0.0'
- -_
































%'"'	 ^ MAX MCN TAU RNS
E oAPL KS ^'^' '!0 ^`AV TrMP TEMP_ RAD. SRADArRAO' A_kEA (OVE^_.^AIN F^A_P E VA P E VA P EVAP THET4 RMT $_.GOD ___',,.-....._....t{,., (LI ^'(GI {LYS)- '(lYS') (IYSI, (MM) (MMI IMM7 (MM) {HM) lKM3 (('iM')
_ _
I, ^IO__ ,1,_, 20.0,^0.0_1.,00_223^3R^455.0_223,4 O,C_0.^ 0_.3^^3_ ?35 0. 39__0 .0 0.0	 O . E39 301:40 0.69	 1.0 ,1 0.0
^^
'
'^	 10 2 23.3 2.R 1.00 23.5.95 46H.0 235..:9 • 0.0 0.0 0.0 r 3.647 , O.bUI O.0 0.0 0.C•Ol 300.76 0.69 1.03 0.0 '•`
^:	 IO I3 27.2 7.2 1.00 23?.O1 `4E4.0 232:0 O.0 0.0 O.J' 3.A63 0..568 O. q 0.0 0.568 300.16 O.hP. 1.05 0.0
(' i_ , 10. 4 __ 2:8.3 ., 6. T„^ , 0.99 2 15.08__448.0: _216.7_,0.01,_ J, O1_Os.O 3.,fi51 ' 0,.,54.0-0 ;Ozl, 0 .0	 0. 56 1_129.59_0.,_68 1. 06 0.0,._.. °
'	 10 S 28.3 11.1 0.59 155.08 .427.0 196.5 O.A1 0.01 0.0 - 3.374 0.516. 0.019 0.0 0.536 299.03	 '0.68 1.09 q.0
t '^	 10 b 30.6 S.b 0.99 1439.36 421.Q 190.8 0.01 0.01 0.0 3.2Q1 0.495 0.019 0.0 -0..514 298.49 0.6.7 1010 0.0•
' ^ 10 7 29.3__ 1 ;1.70.99 I'98.89 431.x_200.4 O.A1^^.01 ^i. 0 3.44E) 0_476 0_020 0.0 0.496 297.98_067 1.13 0.0,,^_,
10^8^30.0 8.9 0.99 168.12 400.0 170.6!0.02 O.t71 0.0 :.	 2.964 0.4b0 0.033 ^ 0.0 0.493 297.48 0:.67 t. 15 0.0 y^
/^r '^ LO 9 25.0 3.9 0.99 192.70 426. U' 195,6 0.:02 0.01 0.0 3.113 0.445 O.U35 0.0 0.479 796.99 0.66 1.IG 0.0
10 10 28.9 Z.2 _0.99 L72.R5 485.0 175.4 0.02__U.OI O . 0 2.92^3,0 . '.31_O . U33 0 .0 •C. 4 63_7SC Sl 0.66 1.17 0.0 
•~- T^r'- ^ LO 11 ' 35.6
_
11..7 • U.99 1E5.29 '`357.0 '1677^ •^-^U.02 0.01^O.0 3.t5U 0.418 O.U35 0.0 0.453 1.96.05 0.661.22 0.0 x"
/!'^ IO 12 35.0 16.9 0.9A 146.25 '..379.0' 149.5 0.03 0.02 0,0 2.870 0,407 0.047 0.0 0.454 295.59 . 0.65 L. 26 0.0
^,^10 '13 32.2 _17.8 0.98 153.75 386.0 157.2 0.03 0.0 2.907 0.396 .0.048 0.0 0.444 .295.14 O.bS 1.28 0.0'
10 ^'14 ^2T.2 ' ^ 9.3^' 0.58 •	 68.37 295.Uu ^699^^0.03^0.02
0._02
0^.0 1.1E•9 0.387 0.019 0.0 0.486 294.69 0.65 1.30
_
O.Q!
^	 / t'j 10 15 7.0.6 3.9 0.98 171.58 405.0 175.4 0..03 0..:02 0.0 2.616 0.377 0.-043 0.0 0.420 2Q 4.29 0.64 1.3i "0,0 ,,^
'I {^ 010 " 16 24.4 3.9 0.97 Lbf,.59 ,401.0 1 71.6 ;0...04 _0.03 0 .0 2.71 U 0.369 0 .058 0 .0 0. 427 293.8 7 x.64 1.32_ ,_ , 0.0 T _




'LO Z1.7 -2.0 0.9h 159.90 394.0 164.9 0.05 0.04 O.0 2.416 0.354 O.U64 0.0 0.418 2 Q^.04 0.64 1.33 0.0
10^,,^, „19 ?,67 ^_4.4 _ O.S6 135.78__369.U__140'.a O. ?5_0.04 Q.O 2.;_00 0 ,3,47 O , .OG1 U.Q 0.4UT_252.67_ q . b3 1=.35 0.0
''•	 10 20
_
33.9 t.7 0.9b '141.21 376.0 147.:6 ~0.06 0.040.0 7..611 0._340 O.OB2 O.U. 0.422 292.21 0.63 1.36 0.0^^ t
^/^^ l0 2l 3Q.h 2.7. O.Qb 67.79 '296.0 70.9 0.06 0..04 O.0 1.205 0.33'+ 0.038 0.0 0.372 291.79 0.6^ i.37 • 0.0
, r d t0 22_,30.6 16.1 O.SS _90.07 ^321.D 94.8 0.07`0,05_____0.0 I,.70,^_0 32$ Q.O b2 ^. 0 0. 90,291=42 J._F3_1.39 ^0.0 ^_
^ !`.^	 10 ^'23 76.7 14.6 '0.95 90.07 13R.0-fl0.7 O,;uT 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.o q.0 0.0 0.0 291.03 0.63 1.40 0.0.
f 10 24 t2.2 I.7 0.94 129.20 ,365.0' 137.0 ri.^18 O,Ub 0.0 1 744 0.322 0.072 O.O 0.'34 ?91.:03 0.62 1.41. 0.0
	 '
yll	 10 25_ 15.6 -6.7_0.94 _140.95 i378.^^^14 g ,5_0.08. _ 0a_06_0_.0 1 .923 031 7 0 .07Q 0 .0 0_.39 6 290.53 O..b2_7.41 0.0__ ^
,^ °^10^26 ^21.7^3.3 0.:.94. 114.7A 350.0 122.7 u..G9 ^0:.07 0.0 1.855. U.31?_ 0.085 0.0 0.397 29D.24 0.62 1.42. 0.0
'/ »'	 10 27 213.3 9.4 u.94 13.34 '237.0 L_4 0.:'-9 0.07 0.0 -	 0.243 0.229 0.011 0.0 0.240 289.84 O.hl 1.44 0.0








30 23.9 3.3 0..91 8:1.81 316.0' 90..:0 0.13 0.10 0.0 1.407 0.294 0.090 0.0 0.384 288.8:8 0.61 1.40, Q.0 ra
^j
^^
^?1 26.7 13.3 0.91 81. ,8_1 83.0133.5 0.:15 A.11 0.0 0.4 O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 288.50 '0.61 1.48 0.0
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^st^^^








^'.	 v..	 ^	 , ...unMa3A^:i:^ttA. W.:i....;:,wl.4un..r^svia.^.s.:. ,. ^,..	 •. ^t.....:w....4uu.yaacuv
_
.,.:,»....aIIL.J.t	 ,..w l	 -_,	 f ,r`z .^.:i^rY.,vibr..i: .`.a,...,., 1Ku.eueol:.^.sYi^..^:.:^.:...,. .^k^f	 "y^y`:.^r3i]:..xi.	 r x	 R.. ^ L o	
_






















"q MAX Mli TAU FNS SOLAR -	 NE7 : LEAF ,. POT SOIL IRAN -_ A TOTAL KS
^'!,_^10..^DAYTEMP._.,.TE",P BAD.. .FAD„-._RAO^AREA_S.OVER_..RA1N - E1^AP	 -• `: F^(AP^E_1CA^	 FttnP	 ^vaP	 TfiFTa RMT t r,IL2,
.'!
[
(C) (G) (LYS) (LYS)
	 (LYS) (MM) IYM1 (MM) {M^^l) IMM) (MM) [MM1 .
1_.i,_20, 0_10 :.0^0. B fl-12.73._.24 9...0^Z5, 8^ .17_O ..L3_.._1^a9_a.'^ 9 '^	 n . 9^ .033 , 0.0 0 .^gSl,3J^t7^ZL_ti4^0.0	 .
11 2 17.:8 13`:9 0:88 22.73 69.0 -I4b.9 0.19 0.14 1.2.70 U.0 0.0: 0.0 0.0 0.0 302.68 0. b2 1SL 0.0
I ,	 11 3 17,2 I3.9 0.88 22.73 170.0	 -50.0 0.2.1 0..16 16.50 `0.0	 •'^' 0.0 0.0	 ^ 0.0 O.b 319.18: O.b2 1.52 0.0
f ^
ll^._.4._211._11.1__0.88^•. 22.73_.68.0.;.147.9_.0.230.:1 7 b.iQ^.O._s^ 0.,.0 	 ^,0_____0.0^D,.O^.T..:^...Z_8^.^^1..,5^_0.0.
11 5 18.9 12..2 0.88 22.73 '58.0 -157,5 0.2b 0.19 0.0 0.0 0.0 U.0 0.0 0.0 325.28 0.62 1.55 0.0	 •_'
b 18..3 12,.8 0..88 22.73 175.0	 -4"5.Q 0.28 U.21 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 J.O 325.28 0.62 1.56 0.01 ' j	 11
,1'_11 7 23; 9,_.,,,7,8_O..R^54.95_Z94.0
	 48._^_U,.31_0.;2:^^0_._0_^^_L0^ 0.648 0.^2rL,_0.0	 0,869 325.28 0=85 1J 58 0.0 ______
'^•
it =8 22,8 3.3 0,78 60.37 303.0
	
77.6 0.34 0.2.5 0,0 1.193 0.68'i 0.258r 0.0	 .0.946 37.4.42. O.dS i.58 0.0
^: ^	 11
^„
9 17.2 7:8 '0.78 60.37 68.0 -147.9 0.36 0.27 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 O.J 0.0 323 46 O. HS 1.59 0.0
^, ^:,____, L1^_10_ ,_,161 -2.8„_0.7b_7U.95 37.0.0"	 93,9_0.3.8 0.28 0..3^ 1,.251 t).7+) 0 `0.• 297 0 .0 0•._947_3.23..76,0._^4^1.b0_ 0.0 __^,11 ^1 15.6 b.1 0.74 54.91 259.0
	 73.7 0.400 =.30`0.0 1.026 0.566 0.252 d.0 0.818 322. P6 0. d3 L.bO 0.0
N ^'	 11 1'2 10.0 -J.6 0.7': 44.57 ?A5.0	 60.3 0,41 0.30 0.0 0.722 0.395 .0'.180 0.0 0.575 321.94-' 0.33 l.bti 0.0
____11`13 11.7
T 
= 8.3_0173 57.b2_304.0 78.5_,0.42_0.;3.1 0 .0 0.92 1 0.5 0 1 8 . 234. 0_.0 0. 73 4 3?_1. 3 7 0.8 3,_1.b0' ^..0



























#^^'^' 1 L 17 20..0 6.7 0.73^44.62 12.0	 -28.9 0.4:3 0.32 0.0 O.J 0.0` 0.0 0.0 0.0 318.39 0..81. 1.60 '	 0.0
^^ I1 T8
'^____11.^19_1
18.9 12.2 0.73 44.62 145.0	 -74.0 0.43 0.32 0:0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 318.39 0.31 I.60 0:0
^^ ?..2^.^t.4__0.73 4^•.b2^ 76.0140. 2.0 ..4 2_0.3..1_0 _. 0, ,-0	 0,,,0. 4_^	 0-.__Q•_a J^ ..0^^^1 8 .3 5 0.8 l_L• 6:0 0 , 0 __.^.11
^''^
2) 4.4 -2'. 8 0:73 4/x.67 ` 9^.0 --126.$ 0.42 0.31 25.70 0.0 0.0 tY.O 0.0 0.0 344.09 0.81 1.b0 0.0
It 21 O.b -b ► 7 0.73 2c.43 Z ri4.0	 30.6 0.42 0.31 0.0 -0.272 0.148 0. 082' O.0 0.230 344. U9 0.98 1.60 • 0.0
•"^'r___.11 ..:227.2 ^: -4:4 , 0,73.T.b2.55 • ...31 L.O^_	 85.7,......0.4L _;0.31__,_..0.0 9._9.Z^0_.^9-`^^0.,.2Z`L.r9_.0	 0_.Z$^^^t3e.86.^.:^^H_,1.$0^ 0.0 y.^
"	 11
i ^^
23 8.3 -t^S7 0.73 fi2.5S 159.0	 -60.6. 0.41 0.30 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 343.OZ- 0.98 L.bO 0:0	
+'	 11 24 1.7 -7.$ 0.74 31.10 26b.0'	 47_.I 0.41 0.30 U.0 0.383 0.21:0 0.112 '	 0.0 0.322, 343.07 0.97 1..b0 0..0	 '1._ 2 5...- 4.4=10 ...0,0,_7_4.._31.2 07 5,..0 - t 4.1.2. _0 , 41 ^ ..3 tL_Q.:.O__0.. 0	 a y0	 0_. 0 0.0 0.. 0	 3 4Z,,1_5^„y3-1, 6 0 0.0	 --.,
^ C
'	 11 2b -8.3 -15..6 0.74 31.10 1b4.0	 -55.8 0.41 0.30 7.60 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.'0 350.35 0.97 7.50, 0.0
"^	 ll 27 -11 -20.0 0.74 4.40 229.0	 6.6 0..40 0..30 0.0 ,' 0.048 0.02b 0.014, 0.0	 :.' 0.041: 350.35 1.00 1.60 0.0?^ 1._._.2fl____^..G=.IS:.a____O,J4 _4.,90_:15^,A.^54..5^0 40__0...3.0___._.0.,^^O.il O..s?^0:..0_,.,:.:^..52.^1^-0	 ^5s3.31__1_^Q^L.60 'D.O_____.
11 2, 2C,6 -	 5.0 0.74 4.90 '68.0"-147,9 U.39 0.29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 350.31 1.00 1..60 0.0
































	0-'U	0.0	0•	0'U	9	•0	8- 0'LE	t5 B1-4d'b^6'^£- t•9--1E Z1'y'
	















0.0	0.0	0'0 ^ BT •0 hZ'0 Z'yTl- O'101''Z1'TZ Zd•0 Z•7- L'9	LZ Z1	^i
	
0.0 ^ Ct9'I OU'T 0.6'£9£	0'0	0.0	0.0	0'0	0.0	0'0	6T'0 SZ'0 0.71T- 0'56	ZI'TZ ZB'0 9'S- L'9'	9Z Zl	^+	=^
	^0'0	G9'I OC'1 Gb'£9E	0'0	v•0	0'n	0'G	-G'0	C-'0	'bi'0 52'0 O'^5^i1= 0'11	ZI'iZ^Z?`0l'lT='t'i^'^57^ZT	^i i ,
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MAX MIN TAU RN5 SCLAR' MET IEk.F POT. SOIL TRAM A TOTAL.. "" 'xS	 ..
yE..^HO,.,_.DAY..,_T.EHP__.T[MP ...._ ..^:RAD^.._.._ fiAD...^.. R,AD._^AAi;^As.CDVER.^.A.IN^_LVAP EV^^	 EV,AP	 EV,1P	 EV^P	 TH^TO RMTS• GDD_.^.....
•j^ (C1 CCI (lY$) CLYS) (IYSl (MM} (M`1) (MM) (MM1 1,MM7 (MM) (MM) ,
,
j_.-.h^L...,7.2_._ri:.l~.OB4_18 .51^132.0^.8b.5-0.22._0.16`0. _0...	 o n	 o.0	 0 .0 n.n n o ^^3.hg t _ofl_1..64 - 0.0	 '
".^	 1	 2 1:1 -lf.l 0,84 18.51 200.0 -21.2 0.21 0,. 1b 0.0 O.A 0.0 0.0 Q.0 0.0 '3b3.b9 1..130	 1..60, 0.0	 j1	 3 -5.6 -13.9 0.86 24.47 ZSd.^) 34.4 0..21 O. lb O.0 U. 229 0.0 0.0 0.0- 0.0 3E3,b9' 1,00	 1.50 0.0	 '




,}	 1	 5 b'.7 -7.2 0.8b 7.33 217.4 -4.S 0.20 0,15: U.0 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.0 0.0 363.64 1.00	 1:60 0.0
1{	 1	 b 1.T -12.8 Q.86 7.33 109,0 -108.5 0.19 0.14 0.0 -0.0 0.'0 0.0 O.0 O.D 363.64 1,00	 1.b0 0.0
' c...,^ 1..._..--7.12':. 2 - 2 L . 7 _ 0.8 7 •_, 4 Z .41_..2 7 3 ,.Q_ 4 8 .: 8.^ 0.19	 . 14,L. t^Q_2.2.2^_4_. n 	 h"-9	 0_. J	 X5.9 :3_^^t.^i^._1.. _O fl^. 6 i^ 0.0 _,_. _	 '
'	 1	 H '-7.2 -21.1 J.88 42.73 273.0 48.8 0..1.8. 0.13 0.0 0.277. 0.0 0.0 J.0 -	 0.0 364.64 1.00	 1.60 0.0	 ,
1	 9 3,9 -13.9 0. `)8 Z^).AH '247,0 23.8 .0..18 U.13 0.0 0,218 0.142 0.031 0.0 0.173 364. b 4 1.OU	 1.b0 0.0
..	 +__i_1;_10___-•G.7 ,-5.6_O.flA,,2.0.RA.
_
137.0_-86.5,_,0.17_.,J.13^J,9 0.^..:_-- Q^^0;.1?.:..0 0,9 0:.:^__3_b^,47 	 2.00_1._60 O.-Qom.._.'
1	 11 13.3 -12.2 0.88 42.20 272.0 47.8 0.17 0. 13 ' 0.0 0.565' 0.370 0.077 0.0 0.446. 364.47 1.G^0'•1.60 0.0	 '
t	 1	 12 1T,1 -2.9 0.88 42.20 204.0 -1 T.4 0..16 0.12 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.^ 0.0 0.0 364.07_ 1.U0^	 1.60 0.0
,_a1^13,_,_5.b -1.1 J.88.__ 42.7U•^214.^= 7.8_,U.ib_J_.12,_,_O.^y CEO U^0 ^.J_^0..11;^	 O.sQ^36't,Q3__1^^2_1.61 ^`0.0
^	 1	 14 9.4 -11.1 0.90 49.G9 299,4 55.5 0,15 4.11 0.30 0.605 U.4^a1 0.073 O.0 0.474 3b4.32 1.00	 1,61 0.0"'	 ^..	 a
'	 1	 15,^ 1^.6 -2.7 0:90 49.65 94.0 -122,5 0.15 O.lY 0.0 b,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 J.0 3b3.85 L.UO	 1..61. 4.0
;__.__	 L_; . 	ib„ 8.3;,- 7.9_,0.40 -. , ?_.47_,^ 225.0,-_:L7_.^).14,. : ;^0.10_, D.0^4q;.030 O^U^1 ,_Q,._Q03 - O.0 0.03 363.85 LLOOi1,.61 0.0
E	 1	 17 1:0.6 -4.4 0.90 2,47 L2brU -92.2 0,_14 0.:10' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.-0 0.0 363.83 1.^J0	 1.61 0.0
;.	 ^,^	 1	 18 12.2 -b.l 0.91 2fl.b4 255,4 31.:5 0..13 0.10 0,0 0.38t) 0,25b D.U40 U,0 0..296 363.83 1..00	 1.61 0.0
t,	 ^-----L_:19,^_,.9.4 _- :0.0^.0.91-. 29.6 4._.203 . ^]^-18.4 - 0.13_0.. 1 X0.0-.0.,:0	 0 ,.4 n - tt D.9	 n.. 0	 ^ ^, 3..53_.L.30-1. b 1_. D.O._...,;...
';,	 1	 ;_70 15.0 -11.1 0.92 55.?.0' 2'A5,4 67.3 0.12 0,09 0.0 0.745 0.505 0.073 0,0 0.578 363.53 2.C^	 l.bl 0.0
1	 L1 12.8 ^S.0 .0.92 51.58 2A 1.0 56..5 0.12 0.05 O.0 O.b45 0,471 0.'J68 U.0 0.539• 352.95 1.'JO	 i.,bl 0.0'
^ t _^	 1. 22__21.1 -T.9, 0.92_.,.5].44._: 2c33.0-_...58.4._.U.12_..0.09^U..O D. BZS^O..S5.4._^1-.Oiil_;.._9..0	 n,, 6.4Q,.31^_2.^yt	 t.^0.^1.bL_G.O___.
.`	 '"	 1	 23 lEl.3 -7.8 0,92 .60.47 291.J' 66,:1 0. t2 0.09 J.0 O.R89 O.b03 J.U87 0.0 0.690 3h1,7T 1.04	 1.61 0.0
'	 `'	 1	 24 7'.8 -2.2 -0.92' 20.22: 245.0 21.9 0.11 0.08" 0.0 '0.247 (1.168 0:422 0.0 0.191 3b1.08 1.J0	 1,61 0.0
..	
"+___1._25,_..4,4.._.-6.1.^0.92,_20.2?_^I17.0=1009_O,.L7_0..0.9___,_0.,4._Il..4__O..n	 n^D__+J^1] 0..9___3_ta.0.B^1.99_LbL_0.0^.,=`•
' f	1	 -2b -Q.6 -14.4 0,93 $9,88' 323.t) 96.'8 0:10 0,07- 2.30 ;;0.766 0.527 O,Ob3 0.0 0.590 363.19 1.00	 1.61 0.0	 '
1	 z7 11.1 -11.1 0,93 ti7.2L 320.0 93.'9 0."1'0 0:.07 0.0 1.J64 0.732 0.087 0.0 0.820 '1 b7.60 1.00	 1.61 0:0
^	 c^L1B_- 15.6_.^.,4.^0..93^.;:43.54_..:271,0.^46.:9':9.Li1.^^.02^0^ Q.623-0.43'3 n.a^s n_n n,4.94 ^st.7A ^._^n_.1^52-0.0^,.,.^
')	 1	 29 20,6 -6.7 0.93 67,60 ,'298,0 72.8 0.10 O. U7 0.0 1-.025 0.705 x.084 0.0 0:740 361.30, 1.00	 1.62 C.O
"I	 1	 30 14..4 -4,4 0.93 67.G0 145.0 -74.0 0,.1.0 0..07 -0.0 0.0 U.0 a.0 0.0 0.0 360.51 1.x)0	 1.62 0.0
'^_.L.^3^._1.^,.b ...^'3..3__^^ri3_^5.^82_^3.6..0 70^^_Q..1.Q^_0.07 0.0 0.931 0.641 17.(376 O.n 0.717 360.51 1.00	 1 ^ 6 2__Ds0 _^^,_,i:
,^
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	 Mtn)	 TAU	 FNS	 SOLAR. NET	 LcAF	 POT. _ SOIL
	
TRAN ^	 A	 TOTAL	 K5	 •




	 !Ci	 lLYS)	 4LYS)	 lLYS1
	 (M.N)	 (MM)	 ltgM:)	 fMM)	 tMM)	 {NM)	 !MN)^
^`^2_,l 12.7_7.2 0.^4	 T.^5i231.Q	 8r.5 0_.09 0._07	 0.0	 0.109	 0.075	 0.008	 0.0	 0^083. 359.79 1.00 1.63
	 0:0
^^	 2	 2	 93 -t:.1 0.94	 7.95	 H7.0 -129.6 0.0^ O. C7	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 359.71 1...00 1.b3
	
0.0
1!' • 	2	 3 12.A -4.4 0.^? ri 55.53 234.0	 59.3 0.09 0.07	 O.0	 0.733	 0.508	 0.054	 0.0	 0.562 359.71 I.00 I.63	 0.0j`:_._,. 2 ^, y4__ 5 4 . -10.G O: S4 X55.53„_7?J.O._...-Z.t__J.C9^.J.07_0.0 	 O.Q	 Q. 0	 t).0	 0.^	 ' J_. 0 	359. I4 1.J^_1.63'	 0.0„_
;'	 2	 5 -5.6 -11.1 U.94 55.53 '185.-0 -35.'6 0.09 0;..07 	 0.0	 0.0	 U.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 359.14 I.:00 1.b3	 0.0
^^'^	 2	 b -2.2 -13.9 0:54 79.77 311.0 ' 85.2 0.09 0,07 	 O,D	 0.641	 0.:445	 0.048	 0.0	 0.442 359,.14 1.00 1.63	 ^0:0 ..
i"t	 2	 7 1RH -L4.4 0.:94 112.92347.0_119.8 0.(18 ^_ ^6
	 0_^0
	 1.530	 O.b41	 0.1'01	 O.fl	 0.742 358.651 ,t?^ 1.63	 0.0 __,-..^.	 _	 .,. _	 ._ _	 _.	 4
2	 8 21:1 -7.8 0.'94 10'5.68 339.0' 112.1 O. CA 0.06
	 0:0	 1.SA4	 1.490	 0.105
	
0,0	 1.555 3.57.91 1.00 1.63
	
0:01 ^'	 2	 S ?.9.3 -1.1 0.9^i 33.33 259.0	 35.4 O. GS 0. C6	 ^.0	 0.576	 0..572 -0:0?8	 J.v04	 0.614 356.3b 1.(l0 I.b4	 0.0
' t	 2 LO 2u2	 T.2 t1.9 rr	 9.01 '7.31.-0 -	 8.5 0.08 0.06	 0.0
	 O.I32	 0.137	 O.OUS	 0.0	 0.146 355..74 1:J0 1.65- 	 0.0	 0
^^^^ 2 `L1 .^ 172 y-T: s1^ + 0.54 • 129.2t)^ ' 3E5.0^^137.O M' U.C^1^^O.Ob -0.0
	 1.9x7`OR26	 0.120	 0.0	 0.94b 355.6-0 1.001.65 	 0.0___
r^'^	 2 1L 25,0	 17 0...94 97.54 330.0. 103.5: 0.08 0..06	 0.0	 1.630	 0..747	 0.108	 0:0	 0.85.5 354,65 1.00" 1.66	 0.0
1 ^	 2 it 15.6 _-3.3 O.S4 it?.l_5 354.0 126.5 0..08 0.06
	 0.0	 1. b 67_	 0.087	 .0.110	 0.0	 '0.797 353.79 _1. 00 l. bb •	0.0
^^-2s14 71.1 '- -2;8^0.94'll?.?5 L1e.0- -99.9^U08 O.A6
	 0.0	 0.0	 U.0
	
O.0	 0.0	 0.0
	 353.00 I.00 1.66	 0.0^^




0.144	 O.q	 0.784 354.30 L.00 1..67	 0.0
^k^_2 16 lb.l
	
27 0.54	 4.3b :227.0	 4.7 . 0.09 0.'0.7	 0.0	 0.054	 O.J75	 0.005	 0.-0	 G,080 353.51 1.^0 1.68____ 0.0^__
'^•	 2 1,7 17."L -1./ U:93 133.55 372.0 143.8 0.10 0.07-	 0.0
	 1.967 0.5bA	 0.162	 0.0	 0.730 353.43. 1.00 1.69 ^ 0.0.
'"^^!	 2 18 2U.b -39 0'..93 A5.42 318.0
	 92.0 U.1Q 0.07	 0.0	 I.31b	 0..54E	 O.lOB	 0.0	 O.b48 357_.70 1.00 1.b8
	 0:03: "'_2_ . 19 t7.A_^4.4`0.92 151. 14_393.0_163.S,_0.11 0._08	 0:0	 :2.228	 0.51b	 0..201
	 0.0	 0•.7 17 352.06. 100 I.bB_ 0.0
^;•^	 2 2A 27.2	 3.3 0.92 ^ 96..47 .337..0 105.4 0.12 0.09 	 0^.0	 1.607	 0.49:5	 0.157	 0.0	 ' 0.652 3SI.34 1.00 1. 770	 ^0.0^
2 21 15.6 -3:9 0.90	 U.74 723.0 `	 0.9 0.:14 0.10	 3.30	 D.O11	 0.013	 0.001. 0.0	 0.014 353.99 1,.00 1.TJ	 0.0









^2•^^23 = 24.4 -3.9 0=88 156.45 407.A ^^ ^ 177.3'0.17 0.13
	 0.^0
	 2.bST	 0.445	 U.367	 U.O	 U.R12 353.74 1.^0 1.70	 0.0•^
'	 2 25 18.9	
0.7 0.88 13R.Sv 'ifl7.0 158.1 0..18 0.13 	 0.0	 2.432	 0.431
	
0:.349	 0.0	 0.780 352.93 1.00 1.71
	 0.0
	
-^2' ^24 _233 ^1
.5^0.87_I27.48,i375.0 •^146.b^0.19 0.14	 U.;O_^2.074 0.41.8	 0.314. 0.0	 0_7321352.15 1.00 1. ,71	 0.0 _^,_•
h
;	 Z 26 23.4 -4.4 0.86 61.14 296.0. 70.9 0.20 0 .15	 0.0	 1.066, t1.4U7	 O.lb9	 ^.0	 0,576 351.42 1.00 1.7I
	 0.0
	2 2T 25.6 -L'.7 0.85 129.58 381.0- 152.4 0.22 0.16	 U.0	 =2.382:'•0.396	 0.412	 0:0	 0.808 350.84 1.00. 1.72
	 0.0i"^ ,^ 2 „ ^ 2^i ,_ 21.7___ 1. L 0..84 144._02_ 400.0,^1T ,0.6^0.23 0.1`7	 0.0	 2.,522 _ 0.:387	 0.454	 0.0	 0.841 35003__. 1.00 I.73	 4."0_.^.
^^	 2 29 17.:2
	





5.10 _34.978 11.877	 3.S"lb	 0:004 1.5.697	
_^.y^._
^ ^^	 _	 _ .
	
a. _	 ^	 _
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FOR MNEAT OF 1576-76
r
-




', MAX "'	 MIN TAU RNS SCLAR NET LEAF POT. SOIL 7nAN^ A TDTAL K5 '^^
'^.HD_.DAY.. IENQ._...TEt^.P _:__RAD.,^...RAD____._RAD^.AAEA_,1^OV^R^E:AiN E3/AJ?^^A^YAP - V1P FypP	 T;{F7'A 8MT5 G_RD_
'°+^I . (C) (CI tLYS) (LYSI 1LYS) tMM) iM;d) (MM1 iMM) (MMI dMMI tt'IMI ^	 ;„^.
'	 ^._.1._3.3<;,1..7_O..B4__144.02-109.. R.=1Q8..5.^5).26_0.19^D.. o X3.0 ^_,,,_+^ n.o ,^). a n.o ^g. i g 1.09 •1.Z4_o.o
'	 3 2 4.4 -0.6 0.84 144.02 91.0 -1.25.8 -0.28 0.21 0.0 ^	 0.0 0.0 J.0 0.0 0.0 349.19 1.0 1..75 0.0
^	 3 3 3.9 -b.L' 0.81, 51.02 288.J b3.2 U.2U -0.21 ^ 0.0 -	 O.b23 J.377 0.138 0.0 0.51¢ 349..15 1,00 1.75 0.0'
' F^.,3 4_'_._1.7 ^_-6.7:_. 0.81'. 51.02 .w:. 71.0_-145.0^„0:3t ,_t)23_17.30_0.0.^ 0.._0__0..0_ 0.0	 ff.0	 365_,^9_7^.<Otil._1^7^-D.0 ^__.-
3 5 -1.1 -12.9 0.79.139:.32 4Oh.0 17b.4 '0.32 0.24 6.10 i.3S6 0.$1T 0:.339 0.0 1.156 372,7 1.00 1.75 0.0	
^r'^3 6 9.3' -9.4' 0.78 185.07 670.0 237.8 0.34. 0.25 U.0 2.556 1.474 0.655 J. t3 2.128 370.92. `1. p 0 1..75 0.0
''	 3.,'x._8.9-"-^.T^0. 7TH_ 137.t)2„4t)7.0^177.3_0,.35_0.26 d0 1sy.Zb	 :._I e_1,3.]._Q_-_-`+1;' 	 0.0 1 .650. 36A.79 .00 1.75 D.O
3 8 5.0 1.1 0.77 137.J2 iG3.0 -1.14.3 J.3ti 0.2A 2.30 0,0 0.0 O.J 0.0 J.0 3bS.44 1.00 1.76 0.0
3
+^
9 20.6 -2.2 0.7.4 167.06 45b.0 224.3 0.4U 0.30 1,00 3.239 1.78' 0.956 0.0 2	 74.2 370.44 -1.00 1..76 0.0
-,.-_3_.1016.7 >___2."t__0.73_ 171.66__ 4EG.J„_233.9_,;,0.42^U.31_U._.0 3.,24.4 1.7b3 0_.958 0..^ 2...761 3 , b7^7^ 1_.^0_l.lfi 0.0^___
3 t1 1Q.4 4.4 0.73 171.66 124.0 -54.1 `0.44' 0.33 J.O. 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.0 0.0 364.94 1.00 1. 7`) 0'.0	 '
'	 3 12 15.0 -9.9 0.71 50.79 297.0 71.8 0.47 0.35 0.0 0:900 0.472 0.305. 0.0 0.776 364.94 1.00 1.79 0.0
313_11.1_- 11. , 7'_ . 0.70.. 201. E10_,524.^ a 289.,6_0.^:9_0.36_Q,^J 3._269 1.fiR9 1 ,145^n,i7 2 ^A33 3f^4._l^	 1.JJ	 l,.^ q 0.0,^,_^_
I"'	 3 14'- 11.7 -3:3 U.GS^11?.80 404.0 174.5 0.°I 0.38, 0.0 2,1.21 1..079 0.768 J.0 1.947 361.33 I.+^O 1.79 0.0
'^	 3 15 10.0'- -1.7 0.69 119.8.0 87.J -1'3^t.4 0.53 0.39 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0' 0,0 0.0 3>9.48 1.00. 1..80 O.u.
t	 3__ Ib^15.0 _ -b.l_ , 0.67: 155.b3,__523.J__z93.4 ,_0.55^0.41 1..30 ?;,747 1_x,1.10 1.,.4,43 .0,^	 2.5.53,r^.60178_1_._JO_1.50 C.J_^
^"'	 3 17 23.9 -3.9 U.b6 175.75 501.0 2b7.5 0.57 U. 42 0.0 4.035 1.450 1.599 0.0 3.049 358.23 1..00 1.80 0.0	 .
^^	 3 18 27.2. 6.7' O.E4 149.10 4G4.0 232.0- 0.60 0.44 0.0 3.853. 1.112 1.591- 0.159 2.8b3 355.18 1.00 1.82 0.0
	 '-
___._3_._, 19„_-28.a,._1).0_.,O.G3,...123.83,42b.^._195,6_0.62_0,4G_0..0^3.36b_0.9.3.3-1._42b._:0. .143,_ 2.5.OL_3.52.3J^LD0_1. 85 O.d__^^^:
3 20 22.8 4.4 O.hl 147.1)0 4b4.0 ?.^i9.1 O.bG 0.49 0.0	 ^ 3.657. 0.926 1.b45 0.^) 2.472 345.81 1.0J 1.87 O.J	 -
'	 3 21 19.4 -'r.4 O.bQ 1b3.^i7. 50.2.4 272.i. 0.69 0.51 O.J 3.Fs09 0.7'x7 1.751 J.0 ?..498 347.33 1. J0 1..87 0^0	 i
"	 3 _._22.^ 18.3,x,-3.9 0.58 1Gd.49._521.0 .7.88.6..:0.73_.0.54.-._U.O`.?..975_ll._bE7_l._ 826_..`U.s^^2..563_35.4.84_C.98_1.87 0.0 _._.._,
- 3 23 26.7 1.1 0.57 1b5.G8 521+.0 .291.2.' 0.7T 0.57 U.O 4.694 0.639 2..266 O.J 2.4D5 342.27 O. S6 1.39 0,0
`	 3 24 22.8, 6.7 0.55' 161.24 52(x.0 292.9 0.81' O.bO 0.0 ^ 4..577 0.601 2.247 0.0 2.84A 339..37 0.95 L. S1 0..0
^^^_3_..ZS,,._.33.3^4.4^0.53_ G4.71,_328.0lI21..1_0.85_O.b3^.0_.0 2 .i 51	 0..54.8	 1.. 11 77 O.Q 1 ,F^ .3^,5^_O .Q3 1 .9.2+.0.0	 -
ut	 3 26 7.8.3 5.0 0.53 64.71 128.0 -52.5 0.90' 0_.b7 0.0 _ 0.0 O.J 0.0 0.0 0.0 334.88 v. 93 1..94 ` 0.03 2f '21.1 -4.4 0.50 1.61.A0 5F.4.0 3.25.9 0.95 0.7-0 1.30. 4..691 0.540 2.521 0.0 3.^b2 33b.18 0.92 1.55 0.0	 ,
"^	 ._._.z 8,_LB..3.`9..3.rO.rS O:_.l.61,,.3 1)..._16 2 ..0.23 ..0.1.0 J.__0- . _7.4..____0_•a3^t;.. ^^	 a .D _ t^ . 0 . J^ o	 ... 0 . n . _ . 3 ^ ^ _ ^,.. rte?-_4.7_.D . 0 _.!. _
',	 3 29 19:4.' 3.3 0.50 161.8 131.0 =49.5 1.05 0.78 0.0- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 333.12 0.92 1.99
.
0.0
"'	 3 30 14.4' 0.6 0.44 i4b.41 568.0 329.4 1.10 'O.P 9..10 4.343 1.x•30 Z.b88, 0.0 4.118 342.22 0.96 2.00 0.0
';'
'^
_ 31^,16.I!_rl..l__O.^r3^b.09-X45...022.6^..14:^.,.D:.:B..4_Q...O_3.,OZZ_O^SbA 	 i_.&6L0_^^	 7.g3o ^38.in 0_04 ^_ol n,D__,___
'





















	 SCIA'R	 MET	 I_EDF	 PDT.	 SL1IL	 TRAN	 A	 TOTAL	 KS
g° MO 04Y TFMP ^TtMP	 ,RAD.^,_RAD'^_ R4D_:A_REA tOV^R RAIN`^EVAP'	 EVAP	 EVAP' EVAP	 1+VAP ,THETA	 BMTS• GDO_ '
:"1	 .^ p fC)	 fC)	 tlYS)	 (LY$')	 tCYS)	 <(MM)	 tMM)	 t^7M)
	
tMM7	 tMM)	 tNMI	 dMMI
'"^!4 LL^_1 24.4 -3.9 0.42 144.7"6 555_.	 3,G 2.8 1-_19^OT.88 ,^0.0	 5 .34 6 	 1._F5 3 	 3. 323	 0.0	 4 .977 335.27 0.9^ ._O1	 0.0
!'f	 4	 2^31.T^LO.^u^0.4Q^130.Z3T5F0.0 3.22.4 1.23 O.S1
	 U.O	 5.703
	
1.706	 3.475	 0.0	 5.181 .330.24 O. AB ?.04	 0.0
i	 ^4	 3 >^20.6	 1.7 '_0.34 133.'49 58fl-0 346.7 1.24 0.96 	 0.0	 5-.111	 1.46`i	 3.101. 0.0	 5.564 ?25.11 C. 85 2.0'6	 0.^1'G„ 4. •_4_ 15.fi -1.7_ 0.37 19.24: 248.-0__ 51.7...1.34._.0.99,^0.0_0.66fi^0._189 	 O r4_07 	Q.0	 0 .556^3,zQr,5,5 i1.R2_2.t?7
	 O.Q,_..^.
'"	 4	 5 T.5.6 -2.2 0.36 118.92 ^573.J 333.7 1.4U L-.00
	 0.0
	 5..201	 1.313	 3.122	 O.0	 4.`495 319.45 0.82 2.07	 0.0	 •^
^•'	 t?	 6 Z6.1	 7.2 0.34 48.22 518.0 286.0 1.45 1.00
	 0,0	 4.692	 1.194	 2.749	 ^.0	 ?.942 315.46 0.79 2.10: 	 0.0
^'	 4	 7 2,?_.7 , _,10.0 0.34498.22	 y5.0 -R 1. 1,41 .5341.0444.0
	0_.0_	 0.0	 0.0	 _0.-0	 0.0	 311...51 0.1a 213	 0.0^._
",	 4'' 8 .17.2	 9.4^U.31 14.82: 244O^^t8.2 1'.F.t) 1..00 10.44
	 O. 102
	
0.164	 0.449	 0.0	 0.609 ?2-1+91 0.83 2.16	 0.0	 ^ J
!,"	 4	 9 23.9	 2.8 0.79 90.6?_ 554.0 317.2 1.7U Y.UO
	 0 0	 4.944	 1.04G	 3.21.4	 0.0	 4..261 321.31. 0.82 2.18	 Oa)
4 10 213.4 11.1 0.27 '69.21 4RS4 2b0.8 1.80 1.00
	 3.30__ 4.5G 9 	 O.dRb	 2.892	 0 .A	 3.778 317.34 0. 84 2 . 21	 0.0	 f
°;	 4^^^11 24.4^^^^•b.7^b.26	 2.78^201.0^10.9^ 1.85 1.00
	
0.0	 0.174	 0.033	 0.109	 0.0	 0.142 313.57 0.77 2.24	 0:0	 ^a




4.362. 313.42 0.77 2.25	 0.04_13.426.7 11.7 0. 24 5G.19 461.') 236.5 1.95 1.00.	 0. 0 	 3.98 5	 0.7t)L	 2 .44 0 	 0.0	 3.141 309.Ob 0.74 2. Z9	 0.0	 ^i+ ^	 4, ^14 31. L^ 17.1^-0.7.3^ 5d.9/r^475.!U 248.6 2 . .00 1.Ot)	 0.0	 4.528	 0.7bS	 2.715	 U.J	 3.4A3 305.92 <0.72 2.32 	 a•.Q
' ^` t
	4 15 25.6 15.b 0.22 36.52 378.0 164.5 2. U4 1.9U 	 4.30	 2.778	 0.45A	 1.694	 4.0	 2.153 307.24 0.73 2.00	 '0.0




	 5.953 353038 1.JJ^2.33	 • 0:0	 ^
t	 4 ' 17'22.2 11. 1 ^ 0.22 ^82.20 'u 116.0 y -62.9^^2.11 1.U0 10.40
	 0.0	 J+U	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 5^7. A3 1.00 2.06Y_^•D_,__ f
°•^y^	 4 18 19.4	 7.2 0.21 66.47.- 559.0 321.5 2.14 1.00: 	 0.0	 4.755	 0.734" 4.061
	 0.4
	
'4.795 357.83 1.00' 2.08	 0.04 15„<22.R`6.1_;0.20,.` 65,14560',_0 •,322.4`2;.,I7^L.OU,_,0_.0	 5.t)2 5 	 0 75 2 	 4 .273	 l) _0='	 5 ._0 25 35'3,.^J ..Oa 2.11	 0.0;^
I ^"	 420 18.Q	 8.3 '•9.20 32.22 375.0 161.5 2.19 1.40 21.10.	 2.407	 0.355	 2.0.52	 0.0	 2.407 3b9.11 1.00 2.1,3 ^	 O.J
%1^' ^
	4 21 25.0 ''1.T O.Ln 'Ib.9A 644.0 395.3 2.x22 1.00 .31.20.
	
6.227	 0.898	 5.329	 O.0	 6..227 357.c0 1.00 2.16	 0.0
	 ^ +
' ^ 4^,, 22„ 72.R	 4.4 'b.19 63.2 __Sb8.0_329.4_ 2.2441.004,0.0
	 5.2_1 5 	 tZ 74)	 4 .474. 0.^	 ^,2;1•;^,391.b 7 l _0.0_,Z.1^	 0.0 .^.
' _ 4 23 21i•.9 Y^15.6 :0.19 +52.'9 475..0 . 282.3 2.27 1.00 . -0.0	 4.972
	
0.691
	 4.280	 O.^r28	 5.400 386.46 1.00 2.24 -	 0.0
	
I
^ ; I`'	 4 24 21.7
	
9.4 'O.IB	 1.OZ 176.0	 5.5 2.29 1.00
	 6.10-	 O.QBb	 O.OI2	 0.074	 0.0	 0.086 3A7.16 1.00 2.28	 0:.0
^^	 425"15.0 ' S.040._lA,_51.74^477.0 294.2 2,.31 ,_1.0040.0
	 3 X89 	 0. 3 25	 3,364 0.0	 ? . $^9 ? 87.07 1 _00_2.29 - -C.O _,„




	 0.867	 0.0	 1.000 383.18 1.00 2..30	 0.0^
P1.!	 4 27 10.0	 b.l O.IB '-13.2S	 94.0 -70.4 2.35 "1..00 	 0.0	 0.0	 D.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 3A2.18, 1.00 2.31	 0.0}' ^_,•4_, 28_.x ,, B.9
	
5.il,^0,.18_,13_.29i,b9._0,^93._5,^.36^1_._Q(L Z0. 3.p	 u•t?	 ^ 4. U^ 	 U.A	 0.0 _	 0.0	 402.48 1. 00. 2,3 1 	0.0:
ti 29 13.3	 6.7 0.17 56.33 519.0 323.1 2.37 1.00
	 0.3t)	 4.334	 0.560
	
3.77k	 0.0	 4.334 402.78 1.00 2..33
	 0.0
,•	 4 30 16.7	 BF9 0.17 25.95 332.0 149.9 2.38 1:.00
	 1.80
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X10_,I+AY:,TEMP_..TEMP_^^._:^_.RAD.:____ RAO..._^. RAC,.:_AREA__LAYEf^_.RAIN^E^LAP FVkP EVAP^.Y.Aa^^vAP___.:IHFTa AnTS	 ^a0__	 -
lG) (C) (LYS) (LYSi (IYSI (MM';- (MM) (MM) (MM) (MM) (MM) (MM)
5.^1^22.2_.1..T^0.1T^_76.02_648.0 442..5_2..,39-L.,00_1_.3^b.'^.53_fl..._852^^_841 	 0:0	 h.69^ 399.30	 7.0^	 2..38 0.0'	 ''''
4 2	 ;21.1 N.3 O.ld 76.41 654,0 448.1 ?..40 `1.00 U.0 ^' 6.890 , O.A7^ 6.020 0.0 b.ESO 352.70 1,00- 2.41 ^,0.0
5 3	 '17.8 -2.2 O. 1T' 0.35 721.0 510.1' 2.41	 -1.00 0.0 7.027 0.881 ` ` 6.146 0.0 7.027 3N5.81 L.00 2.43 0^0	 •^ ';
_5_._.,4_,.26.7 __. 5.6. E 0.17.._. 74.?1,_64{3.?__442..5...^.2.41___ L^00_.^.0..0^^.260^_..._0,_^?1.Oib_,.343^4^^. 7 ,.,2_60_^:Z^..7_B^,.D.Z2._460,0
5 5 25.6 13.9' 0.17 17.94 282.a 103.7' 2.38 1.00 0.0 1.73r^ 0.223 1515 0.0 1.738 371.52 1.00 2.5 .1 0.0
5 b 18.9 b.1 0.18 72.89 615.0 411,9 2.35 1.00 45.-00 6.055 0.794 5.261 0.Q 6.055 i.-14.78 1.00 2.54 0.0	 =
5T_...+I8.4^^1.7_.0.18_ BE ..37_G99.1?.4 . 81...4.-2...^0. 1QU' 0 ._Q^^_.^r)_^Q^^.^ 	 5.9§9 J.O. 5_,erO A	 4.28 .73	 1.^_0_,^.._56	 ^ 0.0.E--,^
S H ?.0.6 2.2 0.19 95.04 7L4.^ -499.0 2.25 1G0 : 0.0 7.377 1.041 - 6.336 0.0 7.377. 401.8.2 1.D0 2.58 0.0	 '
5 9	 :1A.3' r1.3" 0..70 40.06 389.0 202.7 `2.20 1.J^ 0.0 2.988 0.437'' 2..551 U.0 2.9A8 394.44 1.00 2.6.1 0.0
__5 , __10_24.4 ,_,.G.7_„0.21 78:96__ 5Eb.0__,385.1 ,^2.15"1,.00r0,.^0 6;._16) 0 .936 5. 22 5 0. 0 E^1F-1_35 1.75 1. U0 7.65 0.0_,_:,"' i,
` 4	 5 IL 2A.3'' 9.4 0.21
_
103.00 693.0 '484.2 2.LQ 1.00 O.Q 8.255 1.3J1 G.954 O.G95 8.950 385.59 1.00 2.69 0.0
5 12	 '25.6'' I^r.4 4.22 33.91 33t.0 L53.b 2.05 7.00 7.40 2.583 0.422 2.180 '0.0 2.583 384..04 1.00 2.75 0.0
5',13''20.6..`_ 6..T,_ 0.23__ . 45. 36384.0 1_9A.1_2.00__1 , .00 0.^ 2.99 6 0.508 2.4AA 0.0 ?_.q96 3A1.46 1.00 2.78 C,. O'
^	 5 14 22.& 10.0' 0.24 82.92 547.0 349.0 1.55 1.0(7 4.,60 5.540 0.975 4:.565 U.0 5.540 383.06 1.00 2.82" Q,O.	 ^^
^	 ''	 S 15' 24.4 ir).b 0.24. 82.92 127.0 39.8 i.90 1.00 u.0 ' 0.) 0.0 1i:0 O.0 0.0 377.52 1.00 2.26 0.0 `
^^ ; 5__ 16 _ , 22.8 9.4 _ 0.28____ 16.80_ , 241.U ^ _ 65.7^1._85_^1.O0 ^0.0^„ 1.040 0 ._1 97 J. $43 0.0 1 040 377.52I.JO 2. _S0 0.0
- 5 17 r 22.2`
,_
3.9 0.7.7 14G.7.8 741.0 'S?_8.6 1.80 L.00^ 0,0 8.084 1.589 6.495. 0.0 P.Q84376.48 1.00 2..93 0.0
5 18	 '24.4 2.2- 0.2'8 14.3.76 7 .34.0: 522.1 ,1.75. 1.00 0.0 8.181 1.:669 6.51.3 0.0 8.1.81 3bA.40 1.00 2.97 0:0 -'
5._19^29.9__^12.9^._0'.29_ 142...54_749.0...4q9.0_.L.Tt)_ i.A0^0.. 0_£t..6H7._1.:._8^..^^.-.b.._8S9_9:^6.8^^Q.3_T2^k9..2^1.90_3..03 0.0	 _`
'	 S 20 29 4' 13.9' C.30 12n.78 E43.0 437.Q 1.65	 ` 1.G0 0.0 ,7.711 1.693 b.J1A O.G02 8.312 350.85 1.J0 3.07 0.0	 ;: is
5 21 2 y .3 lb. l" 0.31 S7,64 ^13.J 317.5 1.60 1.00 0:0 5.565 = -1.2E8 4.153" 0.0 5.421 .342. :53 0.97 3. L1 0.0	
'^i_-:5 _ 7.Z^ 27.2 _ 15.6. 0.32_. 2°.53_.. 270.0___ 92.5,___ 1.55._. 1.00_:^_5..60____.1.5S6_0^.22.51..179^Q.O_._1.._40G,:3.^2,J_1_0_._^7^^_IS ^' 0.05 23=; 25.G- 13.3' 0.33 20,A3 2$8.0 62.9 1.:50 1'.00 1.30 1.053 t).25d 0. 768 -0.0 L.02G 342.61 0.97 3.19 C.0
'	 S 24 20.6 10.6 0..:34 27.65 257.0 80.5 1.45 _1.00 -1'..80 1.241 0..316 -	 0.900 0.-0 1.215 343.3 E3 0.97 3..21 0.0	 ^ ,
_5,._25,21.1._11.,.7_0.36_121.7.3_.534..0,341..61,40_1...OA,.,_1:..5.0_^^33..8^.^^^3•_8Z^9-0 	 5235 43.66Q- Q7	 3-24--.0.0_:,_.
5' 26 ' 17.8 1t.7 0.3G 121.13 123.0 -43.5 1.35 1.00 ' 3.80 0.0 ^	 0.0 0.0 ^ 0.0 ^r,, ,0.0 342.23 0.97 3.26 0.0
5 27 ?_3.9- 61 t1.38 148.09 587.0 386.0 1.30 0.96,' 5.30 b.112^,'1.737 4.373 0.0 6.110 347.53• 1.00 •3.30 0.0
^.	 5_._2.9u.._2.^3.3^.1..1^.0..4U._196.^.:Z6^04.0^4943._125__0.^93`Oa:O.r^..4.8.8._2.5.0.2 - 	 5.74	 : o.^	 8...24.E X41_42 o.Sb^3.34__0.0
Y''
'	 5 29c 31.1' 15.G' 0.41 141:44 540.0 342.5 1.20 0.:89 0.0 6.196 1.095. 3.A87 0.0' 5.782 333.15 0..90 3.39 "0.0 ;'
5 30 27.8 15. U' 0.43 71..39 3'50.0 166.6 1.15 0.85' 12.40 2.887. 0.916' 1.56R' G.0 2.735 339.79 0.95 3.43 ^	 0.0
•,_.5.,31^.:..26.L:_11.:1__0.44_ 161.33.._5.b.3^..4_3.63.,:8:^1..ltL.0:..91_-Q.QGs]_71,' 1_9Q9 3.7ag,Q.^ ' S,^7p4 ^^7_^G^a.^3:.._4L-0.Q^^























MAX	 S IN	 TAU	 RNS	 ^ .SCIdP.	 NET	 LEAF	 POT.	 S^1L	 TR.AN	 4•	 TOTAL	 KS
1 • M O GAY TcMP__TE11P	 RAD._,^.RAD___, RA0_,___AREA 40VER RAIN
	
EVA P 	 eVA^	 4V AP	 E VAp	 EVA P TH ETA	 BMTS	 GDD,_^„^
44"'	 (G1	 ICI	 -(IYSI	 'ILYS)	 (LYS)
	 (MM)	 IMM)	 (MM1	 tM+h)	 iM!^1	 (MM)	 fMM)	 .
^
t ' •	 b	 '1 _?9:9_ 11.7 0,48 1 G7.14^,615.4 411.; ,5 1.Q0 0.74	 0.0	 7.139	 2_.531	 4_.105_, U.O	 6_.636 3?1.23 0._ ,89 3.y51	 0.0_
. ^'^	 6	 ?^ 2?.4 ^13.9._-0.52 . 200.29 59tJ.0 388.:8 0.90. O.J67	 00	 E.A46	 2.613	 3.5f34	 0.0	 6.197 324.59 0__85 3.56	 0.0b	 ' 3 ?s,3
	 16.7 0.55 261.8?. 680.J 472.1 0.80 IJ.59 	 0,0 ^":8.255' ' 2.04^r ,''3.9?6' ' 0.0
	
5.980 31A.39 G. }1 3.60 	 0.0
^"t,__ b^ 4__2.8 _, 11.7_, 0.60 293.45 _7C1. rJ,_.4916_ 0,7U _;0._52^t7._0
	
8.401	 1.450 . 3.587. ^._0 	 5. 36 3 12.41_Q.77= 3.64	 0.0
`i"	 6 r5 26.7 12..8 0.64 247.47 586.0. 385.1 0.60 U.44
	 0.0	 6.520	 1.112
	 2.500	 0.0	 3.b12 307.38 0. T3 3.68	 '0.0
+'	 6	 b 27.8 13.9 0.69 272,16 555.7 393.4 0.50 0.40
	 0.0	 .6.787	 0.938	 2..342	 U.0	 3.28U 303.76 0.71 3.73	 C.0 •.
^
I '^	 b	 7 2A:9 15.fi__0.74_296.43,b0U.Q^3Se.1_0.40 Q.40 	 0,.0
	 701 0 	 0.82 6	 2.156	 0..0	 2.9A2 300.48 OG? 3. 77.	 0.0'`"'_
'^	 6~A^30.0^15.1 0.85 35:0.19 b14.0 411.0 0.3t^ U.4J 	 0.0	 7.3 G3	 G.747	 1.989	 0.0	 2.736 2S7.50, 0.67 3,82	 0.0^
^'^	 b	 +^, 32.2	 1B.3 OA5 371.49 641.0' 43fr.0 0,20 0.40. .0-.0
	 8,J81	 0.687	 1.88Q 	0.0	 2.5?5 294.76 0.65 3.87	 0:0
••	 b 10 35.6 21.:..1 0.85 31.7.05 973:0' 3?3.1 t), 1-0 0.40
	 0`:0 ,' 7.27 1, 0 .63 9 	 L,43U	 4.0	 2 , 069 2 ?2,19 0. 63 3 .93	 0.0
e	 b 11 35'.0 x '17.8 ' O: NS 34p.42^b65,0 ~ 45A.2 O.C'-0.`40.	 6'.60
	
fl.75T	 5.527	 1.500	 O.0	 7.027 2S6.72` 0.65 3.59	 0.0 '
^'	 6 12 32.8 21.1 0..85 424.33 70 E.0 4SE0 0.0
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